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Abstract
In this work, we addressed the problem of developing an agent-based artificial
general intelligence that can be implemented in compact and power-efficient electronic
hardware. We proposed an approach intended to show the feasibility of using this
conceptual hardware-based architecture to replicate simple cognitive behaviours.
This research started with surveys on cognitive behaviours and their decisionmaking architectures and compared them with a production rule-based parallel
processing computation architecture. In order to demonstrate their potential, a sample
case study of the homing behaviour of honey bees was undertaken to demonstrate the
possibility of reproducing cognitive behaviours using a production rule-based
cognitive architecture. We developed rule-based agents for a mobile platform which,
under experimental conditions, made decisions to retrace its path back to a target
position by comparison with the reference images. The agent made consistent overall
cognitive decisions using fuzzified elements and guided the system reliably to target
positions.
Then, the research shifted to finding cognitive data representations and
constructing cognitive decision-making structures in that production rule-based
system. We introduced a new symbolic way of describing the significant features in
an image, which is to use a collection of fuzzy symbolic elements to describe the
characteristics of the current environmental information. It filtered out any
unnecessary details, yet retained sufficient information describing the frame to enable
reliable comparisons between images for the purposes of navigation. Numerical data
were converted into fuzzy symbolic representations of the surrounding environment.
The modified Fuzzy Inference System includes the reasoning rules used to support the
cognitive decision-making process.
One of the main disadvantages of a rule-based approach is the effort spent on
developing rules. In order to reduce the workload of developing rules manually for
agents, a modified Association Rules Mining (ARM) method was introduced to
discover effective rules for agents autonomously, based on training data sets. This
novel rule development method has been demonstrated through a trainable
autonomous parking system, which can develop rules for autonomous parking agents.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Compared with humans, machines, in general, perform better in terms of
efficiency and accuracy and yet, even with the implementation of state-of-the-art
Artificial Intelligent (AI) functions [1-3], they are still not considered to be intelligent.
Their functions act with some level of autonomy and perform with a small portion of
intelligent human behaviours, but they are not fundamentally able to act and process
as humans and are therefore only able to be used for predetermined tasks. Thus, to
learn how to perform intelligently in general situations, the concept of Artificial
General Intelligence (AGI) [4], which is to build machines with the capacity to
understand and learn intellectual tasks and produce a huge range of human-like
behaviours, is introduced. This research aims to investigate new approaches for
developing cognitive agents that can exhibit AGI. Based on definition [5], an agent
conveys the concept of an independent computer program, which has unique
characteristics under the system, and cognitive agents are, in general, able to perform
intelligent tasks and behaviours introduced by cognitive science studies, including
those of lower-level organisms such as insects’ or even bacteria. There are two major
challenges: how to process data to get information and knowledge represented in a
form that is suitable for cognitive processing, and to represent the processing structure
for this information, which enables a machine to make decisions in the same way as
intelligent creatures. Humans do not process information and knowledge in terms of
digital numerical variables [6, 7], and yet we are still able to perform well in tasks,
such as driving, drawing and other manual operations, without accurate detections or
precise predictions. Therefore, we believe, to create generally smarter machines, we
need a new form of knowledge representation.
In this chapter, the general background for the development of AI is introduced.
For more general purposes, AGI is defined with its uniqueness from the concept of AI.
Based on these current approaches, we are motivated by the gaps in our current
knowledge and our awareness of potential improvements. We set a research question
to be answered, which is designed to evaluate the feasibility of implementing AGI
agents in a rule-based cognitive architecture. The research question is divided into
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three objectives. Then, this chapter also summarises the contributions made and gives
an overview of the current research.
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1.1

BACKGROUND
For decades, the research topic of AI has drawn the attention of many researchers

from multiple disciplines [8, 9]. The goal of AI research is to develop machines to
think as intelligent creatures and perform with human-like intelligence, implemented
using computers, robots or any artificial devices. In AI studies [10, 11], researchers
intend to develop machines that can process, learn, decide and work as humans, and
implement AI into systems to improve their capabilities and performance. A popular
approach is called Machine Learning (ML), which uses computational algorithms and
statistics to classify characteristic patterns from data sets and to perform specific AI
functions. ML approaches have been used to make significant advances in a range of
restricted AI functions, such as object recognition. Research such as [2, 12-15] has
elevated the computer vision capabilities of computers into a new era, and, by using
these capabilities of computers in different fields, machine learning agents can achieve
multiple functions, such as [16-19]. In recent years, research in AI has expanded and
focused on improving performance, measured in terms such as efficiency and
accuracy, on a range of limited tasks [4]. However, these developments have not been
accompanied by similar levels of improvement in tasks that require cognition and
functional intelligence, which can be described as being able to perform intelligently
in any kind of situation.
At the same time, a smaller number of research groups have been investigating
the topic of AGI [4, 20]. General intelligence is a concept that is not yet precisely
defined but is intended to capture the notion that an artificial agent can respond to a
wide range of environments and situations, not just to a limited range that it may have
been created or trained for. In psychology [21], general intelligence is defined as the
capability to extend expertise to different disciplines. It is considered to be the ability
of an entity to make productive decisions in response to environmental conditions that
it has not encountered before. Therefore, machines with AGI will have the ability not
only to complete tasks in a predefined situation, but also to perform well in a range of
other tasks. For years, researchers in this field have focussed on what has been
considered as the ultimate goal of AI, which is to have machines that think and perform
with the same degree of perception, reasoning and adaptability as humans. Therefore,
instead of designing systems optimised to perform particular tasks, or a set of related
tasks in a specific environment, in AGI, researchers aim to implement decision-making
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capabilities that are effective in a wide range of situations [4, 22]. However, attainment
of human-level general intelligence is an ambitious goal, which is not yet being
approached. To advance the capabilities of AGI, it is useful to target the levels of
intelligence exhibited by simpler biological creatures. By seeking engineering
solutions to reproducing some of the behaviours of these creatures, we hope to advance
our understanding of the capabilities of different approaches to the implementation of
AGI.
Cognition is the psychological term for animals’ mental processes involving
consciousness of intellectual activities, such as reasoning and memorising [23]. From
insects to human beings, cognitive creatures have a perception and basic understanding
of their environment and they can react to them, by addressing perceptions and
acknowledging information through a process in the brain. The complexities of these
processes determine the creatures’ intelligence levels [7]. Some natural reactions [24],
such fear of fire [25] and ducking to avoid being hit by a flying object [26], are not
considered to be cognitive behaviours because the processes underlying them are
directly driven by external stimuli. Based on research undertaken by animal
psychologists [27, 28], we understand that cognitive behaviours are not part of an
animal’s nature, which means the ability to perform these behaviours is not hare wired
into its DNA. However, cognitive animals can be born with processing architectures
that enable them to acquire the ability to deal with any situations that can be
comprehended at their intelligence level. These behaviours are performed through
high-level understanding and perception of the environment. Different creatures will
react differently under identical circumstances, and even homozygous individuals may
behave differently because of their different perceptions of environmental data [29].
Cognitive behaviours are not immediately controlled by the densities of the stimuli or
amplitudes of conditions that they perceive. Unlike conventional computational
processes [30], which are based on mathematical models, many cognitive behaviours
are triggered by information about the environment, which may have disappeared by
the time the behaviours occur. Therefore, to attempt to mimic biological intelligence,
we will also need to mimic biological information representation in the computational
processes.
Different approaches to the development of AGI will be discussed in Chapter 2.
Amongst these, the cognitive architecture approach has shown considerable promise
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in implementing autonomous cognitive agents. In this context, an agent is a
computational program for simulating the actions and interactions of individuals with
self-governing processing and independent decision-making structures, and cognitive
agents are agents implemented based on simulating intelligent behaviours of cognitive
creatures. Cognitive Architecture is a structural approach to developing AGI systems,
which duplicates the processing architecture of cognitive animals’ brains [20, 31].
With a set of special data representations, logistical rules and non-conventional
processing methods, cognitive architectures provide new computational architectures
[32]. Currently, machines with cognitive architectures are termed conceptual
intelligent machines [33], which are able to perform intelligent tasks yet have
compatible hardware implementation. Based on research on biological cognitive
systems [34, 35], it is suggested that their cognition relies on pattern matching
processes, and that they can encode pattern-matching processes in the form of rulebased systems [36-38]. Thus, most cognitive architectures use a rule-based structure
that is inspired by biological cognitive systems, and the cognitive architecture
approach has shown considerable promise in implementing autonomous cognitive
agents [39]. However, a limitation of these systems is that, when implemented on
conventional computational platforms, they are constrained by memory capacity and
computational performance [23, 40, 41]. As cognitive agents become more complex
and have longer lifetimes, and especially if they learn new rules throughout their
lifetimes, the number of matching conditions that must be evaluated concurrently
increases and, in particular, the amount of long-term and working memory required
increases rapidly. Much research effort [37, 42-44] has been invested in moderating
memory requirements in these systems.
The author’s research group is currently developing a new type of processor
called the Street Engine [45], which is designed to be a low-power consumption
processor specifically for use in implementing rule-based cognitive agents. In this
architecture, the processing rules follow an OPS-5 production rule-based parallel
processing method [46-48]. It uses a potentially large array of dedicated production
rule evaluation processors, which we call “productors”, to concurrently match
elements in a distributed working memory and to take actions by updating the working
memory.
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1.2

MOTIVATIONS
The problem that we address in this thesis is how to implement agents based on

this parallel processing production rule-based architecture and how to represent
knowledge and information in the system. Street architecture is claimed to be a form
of cognitive architecture [49]. On the other hand, some biologists [34] have provided
some examples or hypotheses about cognitive architectures of intelligent creatures
through observations of their behaviours and analysis of their neuron systems,
including the honey bee’s foraging and homing behaviours [50, 51] and the insect
cognitive architecture introduced by Randolf [34, 52]. Therefore, investigating
connections between Street and biological cognitive architectures and demonstrating
that the Street-based systems can mimic the behaviours of cognitive biological
creatures is an effective validation of our claim, which will prove that Street is an
effective rule-based cognitive approach to developing AGI systems.
Compared with other approaches to AGI development, the other main difference
of the cognitive architecture approach is the data representation. Unlike the use of
numerical values and mathematical models in conventional approaches, cognitive
architectures simulate the data form in cognition, which is in the sense of knowledge
[53, 54], and they are presented in terms of symbolic forms. Therefore, finding
mechanisms to convert information and knowledge about the environment into
symbolic representations is a common challenge for cognitive architectures. Symbolic
representations are not quantitative, yet must contain sufficient information to support
the making of cognitive decisions.
Some psychology research [7, 55-57] has provided a high-level understanding
of cognition and still provided details of what happens in low-level processes. It is still
challenging to develop cognitive agents by duplicating biological cognitive processes.
However, if the processes can be explained based on the best of the existing studies,
with illustration from an engineering perspective, an artificial system can be developed
to mimic these processes, and agents developed based on this will be able to make
decisions in the same way as cognitive creatures.
1.3

OBJECTIVES
This research aims to demonstrate the feasibility of implementing AGI agents in

Street. It answers the research question as to whether or not developing production
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rule-based agents, which process data about the environment represented in terms of
symbolic elements, is an effective approach to reproducing cognitive behaviour in a
hardware-based system. We set three stages of objectives to achieve this aim.
1.3.1 An agent-based system to reproduce a low-level cognitive behaviour
This research commenced with an investigation into connections between
production rule-based architecture and what is known about the cognitive architecture
of biological creatures. A survey of cognitive architectures and behaviours of lowlevel cognitive beings was undertaken and found the potential for using Street agents
to reproduce cognitive behaviours. The objective was to use a Street agent-based
system to achieve the same basic functions as those performed by a biological creature.
Therefore, a case study was proposed to understand the details of the selected insect
and its behaviours and build an agent-based system to reproduce these behaviours.
1.3.2 Data representation using fuzzification and a decision-making structure
As creatures with higher-level intelligence, human beings can gain more
information than insects from the environment. Therefore, the next task that we
undertook was to improve the data format, to enable more advanced cognitive
processing. We developed a new pre-processing and fuzzification method to represent
information and knowledge, more like cognitive representation, and the rule-based
processing model was then refined to suit the needs of the more advanced humancognitive-like decision-making structure that was implemented to enable the system
to be evaluated.
1.3.3 Trainable agents
The task undertaken was to develop a method to generate agents based on
training data. We modified the Association Rules Mining (ARM) method [58], which
is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm to discover rules using experienced
data, to suit our need to discover rules from training in our system. Based on the
probability of sequencing of these rules, we developed a method for selecting effective
rules for building autonomous agents. This provided an easier approach for developing
rule-based AI agents.
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1.4

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH WORK
Initially, the project started with a survey to learn how cognition works. It was

particularly focused on low-level cognitive creatures, such as honey bees. Their
cognitive behaviours were learned from the perspective of ethology, and the homing
behaviour of the honey bee was selected as suitable to provide a basis for addressing
the first objective. Following the selection of the case study, the author studied the
operating principles of the chosen behaviour. The objective was to clarify the
procedures of these ethological experimental scenarios and to understand any reactions
by the insect in response to stimuli received from the environment during the
experiments. These methods helped with reproducing the environment for verifying
the system’s behaviour and understanding the expectations for the agent’s reactions.
After studying the behaviour, the research proceeded to the next stage, which was to
set up a modular architecture and basic functions of agents in this system. This
structure was developed based on the processing structure of cognition, which was
provided through biological research [55, 59, 60] yet customised to fit in the Street
framework. After the full architecture of the agent-based system was designed and
built, the system was tested, along with the interactions between all modules, to ensure
the integrity of the agent’s designed logic structure. Then, the agents were developed.
Along with other data processing modules and motion support modules, the system
was tested on a two-wheel rover hardware platform for system behaviour verification.
The work that was completed up to this point did not mimic cognitive processes
and behaviours entirely from a cognitive perspective. There was a need to refine the
mechanism for representing information in the fuzzy domain, to enable processing
more like the reviewed cognitive behaviour. There is a trade-off between the amount
of detail captured and the representation of the captured information, and there is a
need to achieve high-level decision-making that is more like the cognitive model.
Therefore, at this stage, the work was to determine whether or not there is an effective
mechanism of representation using fuzzy information, which would enable a
cognitive-like representation within the system. A new representation called a Master
Frame (MF) was developed, which uses a set of symbolic elements of signature
information alone to represent a reference position. The effectiveness of using the MF
in cognitive decision-making was tested by evaluating the decisions made to resolve
position differences, by comparing a previous and a current frame. Experiments have
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been undertaken with still images, videos and real-time captions, and the outcomes
were promising.
Throughout this work, described above, all the production rules for agents were
developed manually. This was found to be one of the main drawbacks of the process,
as rule development is laborious and effective cognitive agents require a very large
number of rules. Therefore, a method was developed whereby rules could be generated
automatically from observations of environmental changes captured during a training
process. This was evaluated using a trainable autonomous parking scenario. During
training, a rover platform with peripheral distance sensors was driven manually along
a path and, eventually, parked at the destination, while the system memorised the
captured information as the training data set. Using a modified version of ARM, after
multiple training runs, associations between recorded data were analysed and effective
rules were selected to form the agents. We were able to demonstrate that these agents
were able to drive the platform to perform autonomous parking. Two different sensor
configurations, multiple environment set-ups and different rule selection methods
were used to evaluate the effectiveness of this method.
1.5

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS THESIS
This thesis addresses a production rule-based approach to developing agents

with AGI. The contributions are made by developments and demonstrated by
experiments. First, our hardware-based cognitive architecture is at an early stage of its
development, so it has not yet been evaluated by the implementation of bio-inspired
agents with large scale rules. This work studied the homing behaviour of honey bees
and duplicated that behaviour using Street agents. It also contributed to comparisons
between the honey bee’s cognitive architecture [34] and Street’s processing
architecture [45]. The work develops a system that has been able to crudely reproduce
the homing behaviour of honey bees, within an artificial environment. This has
demonstrated the feasibility of the new behavioural approach for the implementation
of systems with limited AGI.
In most of state-of-the-art AI developments [19, 61], information and knowledge
are illustrated in terms of numerical variables, and it is not considered to replicate their
reality in cognition. Therefore, this work used fuzzy symbolic representations to
simulate data representations in cognitive processes. The second part of the work
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focused on introducing a novel method of using only significant information captured
in the environment for processing. Together with a new cognitive decision-making
structure, we have evaluated this innovative approach in the Street agent-based system
for the cognitive task of tracking back to start positions. The agents make decisions to
retrace their paths back to a target position by comparison with reference images only.
Based on the results of different experiments, the outcomes showed that agents made
overall correct cognitive decisions, which proved that our approach replicates the
behaviour of making cognitive decisions towards a general objective. Therefore,
together with the cognitive rule-based decision-making structure, this new data
representation method is sufficient and effective for applications such as indoor short
distance navigation, and path and object tracking.
The third contribution of this work is to address the issue of time and labour
consumption in rule-based development. Traditionally, the majority of agents for
cognitive architectures are developed using a rule-based approach, which means the
agents are developed manually. It is the main drawback of using a rule-based approach.
Therefore, we introduced a new approach, which is to use ARM to discover association
rules among recorded data and build cognitive agents by selecting effective rules, and,
to make ARM suit the Street processing method better, it is then modified. This new
approach is demonstrated through developing agents for a trainable autonomous
parking system. From the experiments, it has been shown that the new approach can
be used to duplicate cognitive behaviours at a rudimentary level and it has the potential
to build trainable cognitive agents. This work contributes to introducing a novel
method for discovering rules for rule-based AGI systems autonomously.
1.6

THESIS OUTLINE
In this thesis, the definition of AGI is reviewed, along with its popular

approaches in Chapter 2. The review focuses on the cognitive architecture approach,
which is to develop new computational architectures based on the architecture of
human brains. The conceptual cognitive architecture, Street Engine, developed by the
author’s research team, is also reviewed in terms of its processing method and data
structure. These reviews give a general overview of the related research.
Then, in Chapter 3, a new approach of using the underdeveloping cognitive
architecture for building systems with cognitive agents is introduced, based on a case
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study of reproducing low-level cognitive behaviour: honey bee homing behaviours.
That part illustrates how to develop a Street based system, what is the best data
representation for this system and how to discover rules for the cognitive agents. Part
of this work has been presented at the 9th International Conference on Agents and
Artificial Intelligence (ICAART 2017), and the paper “A Cognitive Approach for
Reproducing the Homing Behaviour of Honey Bees” is included in the conference
proceedings (DOI: 10.5220/0006195705430550) [62]. Some enhanced work has been
drafted as the paper on “Cognitive Decisions Based on a Rule-based Fuzzy System”,
and it is ready to be submitted as a journal paper.
To improve the data representation and decision-making structure introduced in
Chapter 3, a novel fuzzy symbolic data representation for making cognitive decisions
is designed and evaluated in a production rule-based system. Chapter 4 introduces the
new fuzzy symbolic representation for the Street processing method. A paper entitled
“Fuzzification on a Colour Image for Path Retracing Decision-making” has been
drafted, and it is ready to be submitted as a journal paper.
Lastly, Chapter 5 introduces the modified ARM for discovering effective
production rules autonomously, which was demonstrated by using it to discover rules
for autonomous parking agents. Some of the initial work was presented in the 2019
International Conference on Machine Learning and Cybernetics (ICMLC), and the
paper “Development of Rule-based Agents for Autonomous Parking Systems using
Association Rules Mining” was included in the conference proceedings (DOI:
10.1109/ICMLC48188.2019.8949201) [63]. The extended work in the paper,
“Creating rule-based agents for Artificial General Intelligence using Association Rules
Mining”, has been published in the International Journal of Machine Learning and
Cybernetics (DOI: 10.1007/s13042-020-01166-8) [64].
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter reviews prior work in areas of research related to Artificial General
Intelligence (AGI) and places the work described in this thesis into context. The
discussion starts by introducing the concept of AGI, focussing on distinguishing it
from the more general term, Artificial Intelligence (AI). Some major approaches are
introduced, in particular cognitive architectures, and some major works on cognitive
architectures are reviewed. Then, the use of a rule-based approach in AI development
is introduced in detail. Finally, a parallel production rule-based system, already
developed by our research group and used for building agents and systems in this
research, is explained in some detail, with examples.
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2.1

ARTIFICIAL GENERAL INTELLIGENCE
AI describes the ability of machines to make rational decisions [8]. This

definition does not imply that it is necessary for the machines to match human
capabilities in terms of processing speed, efficiency and accuracy, but rather that they
are capable of behaviours similar to human behaviours and make decisions through a
cognitive process, which Hutchins [65] defines as the processing of knowledge
through senses, experiences and understanding in intellectual functions. In this
definition, knowledge can be understood and used directly in cognitive processes, as
it is the abstract of information derived from sorted and processed environmental data.
However, for decades, research has been focussed on improving the speed, efficiency
and accuracy of AI approaches, since these measurements can easily be quantified for
analysis and comparison [10, 11, 16, 66]. These approaches, in many cases, focus on
improving performance on specified tasks rather than developing more advanced
levels of cognition or generality of AI function.
Since the 1970s, a sub community of AI researchers have been pursuing new
directions in AI research, which aim to improve the generality, adaptability and
flexibility of AI systems [4]. These new approaches include the achievement of AGI,
which can perform a wide range of intelligent tasks autonomously, in a similar way to
humans and other cognitive biological species. In Psychology [60, 67], general
intelligence is understood as an ability to extend some capabilities to a variety of other
tasks in different situations. Therefore, distinguishing AGI from AI, AGI is the
capability of a machine to make decisions in response to its environment in order to
achieve a high-level objective, and a system with AGI is able to handle many different
problems with only structural similarities [68]. Major approaches to AGI [4, 68-70]
include those which are symbolic and probability- or uncertainty-focused, neural netbased, evolutionary, artificial life, program search based, embedded and integrative.
These approaches are intended to mimic human intellectual functions, such as
recognising and understanding objects that have not previously been experienced,
functioning in an undefined environment and making cognitive decisions. The AGI
community [4, 69] is also working to expand existing AI research methods to suit the
need for a broader range of intelligent functions.
It should be clear that, compared with Human-level AI [6], AGI is a more
abstract expression for approaches and systems [31]. AGI systems are not necessarily
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hyperintelligent [71], but it is a characteristic that the same system can be used to
achieve a task in a variety of diverse situations [31]. In other words, AGI systems can
provide creative solutions to problems by, for example, self-innovating to improve
their own performances and developing tools for new tasks.
2.1.1 Psychology-based approach
AGI researchers have tried to understand intelligence based on psychological
research and the literature [20, 72, 73]. This approach starts by explaining
psychological problems from an engineering perspective. For example [74],
perceptions are inputs, which also involves analysis and processing of received signals,
such as, for example, vision provides images based on optical signals. However, the
challenge of this approach is that psychologists are not clear about the basic principles
of how this process works. Therefore, the researchers can only observe and attempt to
reproduce behaviours: they cannot duplicate the processing methods of these
behaviours.
However, some simple cognitive creatures have been well researched, and their
processing methods and behaviours are well understood [75, 76]. The honey bee is one
such example [35, 52, 77, 78]. The honey bee is one of the most broadly researched
eusocial insects in the field of animal ethology. Of particular interest is its ability to
use magnetoreception [79, 80] and landmark recognition [50, 51] with memorization
support for homing navigation after long-distance foraging [81, 82]. They are capable
of memorising landmarks and magnetic field changes during a foraging trip [83, 84],
and they use these memories as references to navigate back to their hive [85]. This
behaviour requires memorisation of characteristics of the experienced landmarks, such
as colours and sizes [51], and magnetoreception [86] at those memorised positions.
2.1.2 Cognitive architecture approach
One of the major challenges in developing AI systems is to devise computer
architectures that can implement the computational processes required to reproduce
the behaviour of biological cognitive systems [36]. Areas of research include how to
represent and store knowledge and how to process this knowledge [87]. Therefore, AI
systems need to encode the knowledge and have a suitable processing method based
on that.
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Cognitive architecture is the term used to describe the processing structures of
human or animal brains [59], and, in engineering [88], it is the computational
architecture that is modelled, based on the information processing of a cognitive
creature’s brain. Cognitive architectures are a subset of agent-based architectures.
Unlike some other AI approaches, cognitive architectures need support from the
hardware level. Therefore, most of the related work on cognitive architecture [32, 37,
40, 42, 89] has focussed on implementing new computational methods
For representing information and knowledge, cognitive architectures can be
classified as symbolic, connectionist or hybrid. A symbolic implementation uses
symbols (usually words) to describe information (reviewed in section 2.1.3), and a
connectionist implementation uses Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) to replicate
mental processes. Based on different inspirations, cognitive architectures may take
different forms. The nervous systems of animals provide learning structures [90, 91],
and neuroscience and biology provide theoretical bases to build structures. Examples
of the structural approach include LIDA [42, 43, 92] (reviewed in section 2.1.2.2) and
TrueNorth [93, 94]. Another major inspiration comes from psychology research
discussing how cognitive behaviours are performed, and work such as SOAR [37, 38]
(reviewed in section 2.1.2.3) and ACT-R cognitive architectures [89] have been
developed for AGI based on simulating the behaviour of cognition rather than the
cognitive processes themselves.
A cognitive architecture is required to have the ability to understand the
environment and solve both new and previously-experienced problems. These abilities
include identifying the situation, analysing problems, decision-making, acting to solve
problems, learning and knowledge sharing [32, 39, 88]. These required procedures are
features of human cognition, and a cognitive architecture needs to produce all of these
features or have function modules to support them all.
2.1.2.1 Cognition vs cognitive architecture
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Fig. 2.1 Cognition vs Agent

As illustrated in Fig. 2.1, cognitive creatures have the capability for perceptions,
which allows them to sense changes in the environment, and they act based on these
perceived changes. These instinctive actions are their instincts, which are their
cognitive behaviours [95]. Combining this with knowledge and experience, agents can
perform with more intelligent behaviours, so that they can complete more complex
tasks. Similar to this structure, an agent-based system can also detect information from
the environment using its sensors and make decisions based on computational
processes. As illustrated in Fig. 2.2, some cognitive behaviours use experiences and
knowledge from the memory [96]. Therefore, while AI agents are trying to make
intelligent decisions, they also need to refer to data stored in their working memory.
Working memory is a term arising in neuropsychology and refers to an area of memory
used to store information for a short period of time [97].

Fig. 2.2 Cognition vs Agent

Fig. 2.3 shows the cognitive process in more detail. Cognition includes two
major functions: attention and action selection. Different types of attention can be
drawn by different perceptions, and these processes convert environmental
information into understandable knowledge. For example [55], when looking at a
direction, the entire perceived visual field will not lead to cognitive processes in the
brain. Only some significant objects will lead to cognition, such as a brightly coloured,
large, fast moving, or familiar object. Which perceptions are able to draw the attention
of the brain depends on information in the memory. In the brain of some intelligent
creatures, there are two main types of memory [7, 56]. Procedural memories [98] are
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mostly long-term memories that are hard to create or eliminate. They are created by
repeating training activities until the neural system can autonomously recall or repeat
the memorised activity. They enable the owner of the brain to perform activities based
on long-term learnt experience, without recalling the context of specific experiences.
The other type of memory in cognition is the episodic memory [57, 99], which has a
strong connection with time of the events, and it can be considered a collection of
remembered experiences. Based on the knowledge in procedural and episodic
memories, the different types of attention can drive the brain to take different actions.
Sometimes, multiple types of attention can be combined to produce an action.
Therefore, another important process in cognition is the selection of actions [100].

Fig. 2.3 Cognition vs Agent

Therefore, in a cognitive agent-based system, the agent needs to process the data
and make decisions based on processed environmental inputs and information from its
working memory. Some of the data are initialised with the system, and others are
recorded while the system is running. With this mechanism, the agent is able to learn
from experiences, and making decisions based on memorised information is a
reasoning process.
2.1.2.2 LIDA cognitive architecture
LIDA [43, 101] stands for Learning Intelligent Distribution Agent, which is a
conceptual integrated cognitive architecture, and a structural approach for developing
a cognitive architecture [44]. LIDA is based on achievements in cognitive science to
implement an artificial computational architecture from low-level perceptions to highlevel action selections. It operates autonomously under a continuous cognitive
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processing cycle [92, 102, 103], and this cognitive cycle is developed based on a
hypothesis of what happens in the human brain [104-106]. This includes understanding
[107], consciousness [102], action selection and learning [108]. A sensory module
provides detected information from the environment, and it begins the cognitive cycle
by analysing this detected information. After it is processed, it brings out the
consciousness 1 which triggers the creation of the knowledge. Then, based on
memorised knowledge and cues, actions can be made, or knowledge will be updated.
LIDA demonstrates a computational architecture based on human cognition that
is hypothesised by cognitive psychology and cognitive neuroscience researchers [43].
This conceptual architecture can be used for duplicating cognition, attention, emotion,
action selection, learning and other high-level intelligent behaviours [92, 109]. Some
associated research [110-112] demonstrates that this cognitive architecture is not only
effective in a simulation environment but also works for real-life examples. Examples
include artificial clerks [92], customer service chatbots [113] and other professional
workers [22, 114]. Compared with previous work [115, 116], LIDA improves the
consciousness of the system.
However, there are two major issues with the current version of LIDA [32, 117].
The first one is that it requires a large number of modules and their association
mechanisms, which have not yet been successfully transferred and implemented into
a general computational framework. The other issue is that LIDA, as a structural
approach, is developed based on hypotheses of neuroscientists about animal brain
activities [39, 44]. It is not based on a proven theory about animal brain structures [97].
Therefore, a behavioural approach provides a more practical cognitive architecture.
2.1.2.3 Soar cognitive architecture
Symbolic cognitive architecture is a particular type of cognitive architecture [32,
39, 117, 118]. It focusses on processing information in terms of high-level symbols or
declarative knowledge [37, 44]. The Soar cognitive architecture [37, 38, 119] is a
typical example of this approach, which has been successfully developed as a
benchmark and extended to many other related developments of cognitive architecture.

1

In LIDA, treatments of functional consciousness are modelled as information that is available in a
global work space for cognitive processes as opposed to only locally available non-conscious
information.
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Fig. 2.4 Structure of Soar

According to Laird’s work (Fig. 2.4) [37, 38, 119-121], Soar has a long-term
symbolic memory for production rules (reviewed in section 2.3.1.1) and a short-term
symbolic memory for remembering data. The fundamental processing model of Soar
consists of matching and triggering production rules, and they are stored in long-term
symbolic memory. Each production rule is based on an IF-THEN rule, production, and
associated data items. It tries to match its conditions, which are a set of particular
values and symbolic data with their properties. If all conditions in a production rule
match, the production will be enabled. After all production rules in a system are
checked, based on the latest change to the memory, the operators select enabled rules
to be triggered, based on the design of the system functions, and the actions of these
rules are either to add or delete a set of action data from the memory. The short-term
memory uses a symbolic graph structure to encode information and their relationships.
By assessing the current situation, perceptions trigger changes to the short-term
memory, followed by actions from the creation of motion commands from short-term
memory.
In most rule-based systems [122-124], only limited knowledge is available as
conditions of the rules, and a limited number of rules can be triggered. The system
needs to decide why it triggers one over another. Therefore, the decisions can be made
without assessing the overall situation. However, in Soar, the rules are fired in parallel.
Rules are used to propose, evaluate and apply operators, which are used for choosing
decisions. Therefore, it does not need a defined triggering order between rules. A rule
can propose operators by creating a set of data in the working memory for the operators
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and their acceptable preferences. There are other rules that can evaluate operators and
create different preferences for them. There are also rules that can apply operators by
applying changes to the data sets which reflect the actions taken.
Fig. 2.5 [37, 38] summarises the Soar processing cycle. The system receives
changes to the environment and processes them as perceptions. Then, they are sent to
the short-term memory. Rules in the long-term memory deliberate, based on
information in the short-term memory, to either propose or evaluate operators for their
tasks. Then, a predefined decision procedure combines or selects operators, based on
their preferences, to make decisions. After the decisions are made, the system performs
with their associated operator actions, and outputs are commanded to drive the
carrying platform to perform the desired tasks.

Fig. 2.5 Soar processing cycle

Operators have been used widely in AI research [125-129]. However, using
operators to select rules to be executed, particularly in Soar, is to implement an
additional selection logic in low-level cognition. According to some psychological
[117, 118] and ethological [117] research, this behaviour does not appear in such levels
of decision-making. They conjecture that all associated reactions can trigger low-level
cognition, yet a higher-level selection process is based on experience. Therefore, we
believe that, in cognitive architecture, selections should not be undertaken by
operators.
2.1.3 Symbolic data representation
Traditional computational data are numerical values. However, in symbolic
cognitive architectures, data are not necessarily numbers. In cognition, data are
processed at the level of items of information and knowledge [53, 54]. Therefore, for
cognitive processing [130, 131], it is necessary to represent data as sets of associated
symbolic attributes. With this method, information and knowledge are represented in
terms of key information, such as speed is very fast, a surface is slippery and/or the
distance to an object is too close. It considers categories of associated parameters as
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concepts, which could be as simple as “location”, “distance” and “colour” [132, 133].
Symbolic data can also be used to represent clustered information, and help in
understanding the concepts of knowledge. With the feature of categorising, these data
of concepts are characteristic information, such as “Shanghai”, “ten-hours-flight” and
“red”. By combining some of these concepts, a new concept appears. (i.e., “Shanghai”
+ “ten-hours-flight” + “Sydney” = “Shanghai ten-hours-flight Sydney”, which contains
all the necessary flight information for a trip from Shanghai to Sydney.) By using
symbolic representation, unnecessary details are filtered out [134].
Therefore, given the need to consider the inherent uncertainty of measurements
and to reduce the size of large datasets containing unnecessary details, data
representation research has been active in recent years [135, 136]. Much research effort
has been expended into discovering efficient methods to represent data, focused on
classifying signature information from datasets [135]. Initially, Gowda and Diday
[137-140] proposed an agglomerative symbolic clustering approach, which is a logical
hierarchy linking values and variables. In this approach, knowledge is stored in terms
of events, which are variable-values links. For each event, a variable links with
one/multiple values or one/multiple ranges of values, such as 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡1 = [𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
[25, 30]] and 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡2 = [𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑟 = {𝑅𝐸𝐷, 𝐺𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑁, 𝑌𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑊}]. Then, with Bock and
Diday’s introduction of new idea [141], symbolic data analysis started to be used in
multivariate analysis, AI and many other fields that extend traditional exploratory data
analysis into symbolic analysis. Under this new framework, symbolic data are
variables taken at an interval of values [142, 143]. Accordingly, symbolic data
representation is extended in the direction of representing knowledge with a set of
descriptive parameters using natural language [3, 144].
In natural language [145, 146], we use paraphrases like “a tasty wine” / “a
terrible wine”, “forbidden” / “permitted” and “the outcome is certain” / “the outcome
is possible”. In using these kinds of paraphrases, we do not provide details of how
exactly they are achieved, and yet the expressions are clear and informative.
We could use an example symbolic parameter, 𝑃, to explain the use of symbolic
representation [147, 148]. 𝑃 is the parameter of necessity, and it has four levels of
modes, which are 𝑃1 = 𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑟𝑦 (it is absolutely true), 𝑃2 = 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 (it is true
under some conditions), 𝑃3 = 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 (it is absolutely false) and 𝑃4 =
𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 (it is false under some conditions). For example, a company may try
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to hire someone who is necessarily between the age of 25 and 30 and has no kids. This
person possibly has a diploma or equivalent qualification. This person must not be a
foreigner (must be a permanent resident or a citizen). And, the employer prefers a
candidate who has never worked for a particular competitor. These requirements for
this job can be represented by 𝑃1 (𝑎𝑔𝑒 = [25, 30], 𝑘𝑖𝑑𝑠 = 0) , 𝑃2 (𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑎) , 𝑃3 (residency status = foreigner) and 𝑃4 (𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦). Any candidates without 𝑃1 and with 𝑃3 will be excluded, and
all other candidates will be ranked based on 𝑃2 and 𝑃4 .
Another reason for using symbolic representation in cognitive architectures is
that perceptions in a cognitive process are hard to represent as numerical values [137,
138, 148]. For example, humans can feel a cold or warm air temperature, but they
cannot detect the exact temperature expressed quantitatively in degrees Celsius.
Therefore, the cognitive decision to wear a jacket is made based on symbolic
knowledge. However, different individuals may make different decisions, based on
their own perceptions. Even the same person may decide to behave differently at
different times.
2.1.4 Fuzzy symbolic representation
In the cognitive processes of biological creatures, the brain does not measure
numbers or compute with them directly [149, 150]. Imprecise information is captured
as stimuli and transmitted within the neuronal network. For example [151], a
visualized colour is recognized as a signature symbol rather than as numbers
represented in RGB colour code. The variety of the colour signature symbols depends
on the visual detection capabilities of different creatures and can vary between
individuals. For high-level cognitive creatures with mathematical calculation
capabilities, such as humans, calculations for numbers are based on processes with
multiple symbolic data sets [149, 152]. These processes are based on learnt experience
of the relationships between numbers. Therefore, a process based on symbolic
representation is an appropriate cognitive processing method.
In traditional scientific work, uncertainties of measurement are undesirable
states that must be avoided to reduce the effects of triggering wrong processes [153].
In particular engineering and scientific problems, uncertainties can be thought of as
being, in an epistemological sense, inverted from the desired information [154].
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Therefore, with a model developed based on ideal situations, uncertainties can lead to
incorrect system behaviour. While more information is acquired, we get less certain
about functions and solutions. The information can be fuzzy, vague, ambiguous and
affected by visibilities [155].
We developed computational platforms which are intrinsically numeric and the
sensors we use generate numeric data through digital interfaces [45]. We need a
method for generating symbolic representation of information about the environment
from the numeric values produced by the sensors. For this, we take inspiration from
the field of fuzzy logic [156, 157].
In nature, many observed attributes are hard to categorise simply as either true
or false, such as, is the sky blue or is the sky white. The sky is often somewhat blue
and somewhat white, but perhaps mainly blue. To process such information about the
environment in a digital processor, these concepts must be converted into
mathematical data variables. Fuzzy logic was introduced by Lotfi Zadeh [156, 157] to
convert imprecise perceptions of natural phenomena into linguistic descriptions. These
different linguistic descriptions are called fuzzy sets, and they provide uncertain,
incomplete, imprecise and vague information as characteristic and related scales.
Fuzzy logic defines fuzzy sets for parameters, and data are assigned to associate fuzzy
sets with their memberships, which are any value between 0 and 1 [153, 155, 157]. A
fuzzy set is prescribed by a vague or ambiguous property, so it is ambiguously
specified with its boundary [156].

Fig. 2.6 Blue-white colour bar

For example, Fig. 2.6 shows a colour bar which transitions from blue to white.
A, b and c are three points with unique colours between blue and white, and none of
them is exactly blue or white. While these data are in digital form, the colour white
can be expressed as white = 0xFFFFFF, and the colour blue as 0x0000FF. However,
humans understand information less precisely. We may recognise a 0xAFFFFA as
white. In Fig. 2.6, the point b, in particular, may be recognised as blue or white based
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on the references and conditions, and what we are comparing the colours with.
Therefore, to clarify the colours of those three points, two fuzzy sets can be defined,
which are based on full membership of blue (0x0000FF) and white (0xFFFFFF). Each
of these colours has a degree of membership towards both sets.
2.1.5 Fuzzy logic
Humans’ logic is based on the capacity to reason, which can help us to arrive at
a decision to perform a task or to answer a question [158, 159]. Developing logic is to
develop the processes of reasoning quantitatively, which can be replicated by
computation precepts [155, 160]. Traditionally, computational logic leads to either true
or false outcomes. However, human logic can be partially true and partially false,
depending on the situation [100, 108, 161]. Based on this perspective, fuzzy logic has
been developed to formalise the imprecision of human reasoning, and it duplicates the
ability to achieve approximate reasoning and make judgements under uncertain
conditions [162]. As explained above, data may not be a precise representation of
specific knowledge, yet can still be partially clarified as a fuzzy set. Therefore, the
outcomes triggered by us through fuzzy knowledge are also partial or approximate
[153], and this reasoning is called interpolative reasoning [163-165].
For example, a moving car is trying to follow and keep a safe distance from the
car in front. If it is too close, it needs to slow down. If it is too far away, it needs to
speed up. Therefore, there will be two rules, which are (too close → slow down) and
(too far away → speed up), and each rule is an association between a current situation
(or observation of the environment) and an action. However, the concepts of too close
and too far away are fuzzy, and it is uncertain about whether the car is too close or too
far. In fuzzy logic, both of those logics can be triggered for actions. The parameter of
distance to the car in front can be clarified for both too close and too far away with
degrees of membership to these two sets (“a little bit too close”, “much too close”),
and, based on the memberships, different actions, or different degrees of actions may
be taken (much too close → slow down quickly).
2.2

A RULE-BASED APPROACH TO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENT
AGENT DEVELOPMENT
In AI research, the two commonly most used approaches are machine learning

[166, 167] and rule-based development [168, 169]. A rule-based approach has many
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drawbacks, such as the efficiency of developing rules and efficiency of execution,
when compared with machine learning [170, 171]. However, Machine Learning (ML)
also has its disadvantages, which are unclear rules and logic in agents, the narrow focus
of applications and the large computational power that is needed for training. Some of
these problems may cost unpreventable and undetectable frauds, including
cybersecurity issues [172, 173] and system stabilities [174-176].
2.2.1 Machine Learning
The ML approach has been very popular in recent years. ML uses computer
algorithms to analyse recorded experience and discover classification programs that
can perform tasks that have been experienced [167]. This approach is closely related
to statistics. It uses a mathematical model to analyse characteristics of training data,
and recognise those characteristics in order to reliably repeat classification and
decision-making processes. In order to achieve accurate predictions and optimised
performance, the training requires a large amount of data [177, 178]. The three major
approaches are supervised learning [179], unsupervised learning [180] and
reinforcement learning [181], and they all have been broadly researched with a wide
variety of real-life applications [177, 182-184].
ML systems discover relationships between data autonomously. Therefore,
human developers do not need to pay attention to or understand all of the relationships
captured in the developed model. As ML systems collect more data, their performance
will improve significantly. However, this benefit also provides a critical imperfection
that could put any ML system at risk of cyber-attacks and potential failure. It is a “black
box” processing model [175, 185, 186]. Therefore, these potential risks are hard to
identify. If training data are poisoned by attackers, a fault in the trained agent may be
triggered by traps, and it may lead to irretrievable bad consequences [187, 188]. For
example [189], while training a chat bot, including some inappropriate language in the
training dialogs may risk the trained agent using them when a user enters the trigger
words. ML trained agents also cannot perform well in an unfamiliar environment, such
as when controlling an autonomous driving vehicle that is driving off-road. Compared
with ML, the rule-based approach has a clear structure for the agent. Therefore, it is
believed to have some potential to overcome these ML limitations and be more
competitive in terms of robustness and reliability for general situations, AGI in
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particular, and any rule-based agent implemented in a cognitive architecture has
advantages in unpredictable situations [4, 31, 190].
2.2.2 A rule-based approach
A rule-based approach is a bottom-up approach, which means using
combinations of rules to create a higher-level hierarchy of logic in system processes
[170]. Whilst under development using this approach [168, 169, 171], the system is
divided into a complex modular structure, in which each module is associated with a
unique task. Developers are required to carefully define the function of each module
and map the relationships between them. Then, modules are developed and tested
individually. Therefore, this approach normally requires a great deal of development
effort. However, because the structure and relationships in the decision-making
processes are known, a rule-based AI system will produce predictable performances
and outcomes.
Another significant advantage of using a rule-based approach in AI
developments is that this type of process is similar to the reasoning process for
cognitive activities of biological intelligent creatures [191]. The capability to use
reasoning to make actions and select options is the characteristic which distinguishes
cognitive behaviour from natural reactions. Reasoning is a series or package of
compulsory conditions which must be matched before or on the path to making
decisions [171]. Like this method, related rules are triggered as a reasoning chain, and
only one or a specific set of rules at the end of this responding chain will trigger an
action. If these rules are not all triggered, the action will not be triggered. This is a
metaphor, as the system could not obtain a correct reason for making any actions. Thus,
while constructing AI agents with a rule-based approach, developers must carefully
analyse the reasoning processes in the behaviour of real cognitive creatures, and the
agents can be implemented by rules which duplicate those procedures.
However, a major benefit of using ML in AI development is that it significantly
reduces the manual effort whilst in development. Unlike the rule-based approach,
which needs large amounts of human work to discover and tune rules, ML requires
investment in the training. Once the mathematical model is developed, agents are
generated without human involvement. Therefore, in this thesis, chapter 5 introduces
a new method which uses Association Rules Mining (ARM) [58] to discover
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associations between rules, which reduces the human effort required for rule
discovery.
Table 2.1 compares and summarises characteristics of the ML approach and the
rule-based approach.
Approach
Operation
Development
Manual
effort
Major effort
Reliability
Flexibility

Machine Learning
Data clean-up, training, and
testing
Automatic discovery

Rule-based
Task analysis, rule
development, rule evaluation
Manual development

Low

High

Data clean-up, model
development
Unclear about the details in
trained agents
Low (It can only be used in
trained situations)

Development of rules
All rules are carefully
developed
High (rules are developed
based on general situations)

Table 2.1 Machine Learning vs Rule-based approach

2.2.2.1 Production rule-based systems
Human perceptions and logic can be represented by production rules [192, 193],
which is an approach for knowledge-based representation [1, 194]. The production
rule [48] is an expression of the form of an IF-THEN rule for encoding knowledge,
which mimics the lowest-level of human reasoning and decision-making. Each
production rule has a left-hand side for conditions and a right-hand side for actions. If
all conditions are matched (satisfied), the rule is fired. If the rule is fired, the actions
will be triggered. This processing model has been successfully used for knowledge
extraction [193, 194], data analysis [193, 195] and decision trees [192].

Fig. 2.7 Production rule-based system
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Production rule-based systems have also been used in much of the cognitive
architecture research, such as Soar [37], ACT-R [89], CLARION [196] and EPIC
[197]. As illustrated in Fig. 2.7, a production rule-based system comprises a set of
production rules, a working memory and an inference engine. Based on [198],
information which represents the current state of the environment is stored in the
working memory. Information is stored in a set of symbolic data packages as an
element, and each of these elements contains three symbolic attributes, such as (Blue
High Beer). A total set of encoded knowledge is called the working memory. The
processes of this system are controlled by an inference engine. The function of the
inference engine can be generally summarised as three processes: matching, selecting
and executing. The inference engine finds production rules with all conditions matched
and selects one of them to execute its actions. Each production rule is independent,
and yet actions can fire others. While the inference engine is processing, it will activate
all the rules that have matched their conditions in the working memory. Among all the
activated rules, it will select rules to be executed based on pre-defined criteria. The
criteria are coded, based on different designed functions and required performances of
the systems [48, 120, 199]. Then, the action of the selected rule will be triggered, which
may change the current information in the working memory.
However, in general production rule-based systems, the knowledge is limited
along with their sizes and formats.
2.3

STREET COGNITIVE ARCHITECTURE
In a rule-based approach, with the development of more advanced features, the

number of elements and life period of the agents increases. In the past, decisions made
by rule-based agents were only triggered through several levels of logic rules [122,
200], and, recently, rule-based AI systems have collected real-time data and used the
neural network decision-making structure [201-203]. A large amount of data is stored
and processed in these systems. Therefore, systems developed using this approach
require breakthroughs on limitations of memory capacities and computational
performance. The lifetime and the size of the real-time working memory are rapidly
increasing with more advanced agents, and the main issue is that the processing and
memory requirements for agents are increasing much faster than the capacity of any
hardware platform (except supercomputers). Therefore, rather than a bigger or more
expensive desktop or laptop to extend the physical size of the processor and memory
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to enhance system performance, what we need to create embedded AGI is a small,
portable, power-efficient computer that can implement large scale agents [204].
Therefore, buying a better computer is not always the optimised and ultimate solution
[45]. Typically, the solution is to develop a new processing architecture which
specifically suits the need for embedded AI. It needs to be compact and power
efficient, yet with a scalable memory model.
Given such prospects, for several years, the parallel computer architectures
research group at the University of Adelaide has been developing a new type of
computer processor, based on a parallel processing rule-based system with low power
consumption, called Street Engine [45]. It is a new kind of unconventional computer,
designed for symbolic cognitive processes, using a conceptual hardware-based
cognitive architecture and loaded with cognitive agents for autonomous devices. The
work is focused on developing a hardware architecture, and it uses a production rulebased programming model based on the parallel OPS-5 production rule-based
processing method [48].
This system is programmed in a language that we call Street language, or simply
“Street”. In Street, data are represented in terms of symbolic attributes in elements
contained in a real-time Working Memory (WM), and the data are processed by
production rules, which trigger the creation of new WM elements or deleting existing
WM elements. Ideally, the number of attributes carried by an element is unlimited, and
the capacity of the entire WM is determining by the physical storage, which is allocated
to the agent.
Currently, a Java Street Engine simulator has been developed and is used for
agent development and processing methodology verification. Any simulations on this
tool are based on hardware implementation and functional analysis. This simulator has
a GUI for general operations, such as loading agents and displaying elements in the
WM. Interfaces have been developed to collect data from other devices and to connect
with virtual simulation environments.
2.3.1 Street processing methods
The Street architecture is inspired by Soar [37], which is reviewed in section
2.1.2.3. Soar architecture provides an example of how to use a behavioural approach
in the general cognitive architecture with production rule-based processing. The
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processing method designed for the Street Engine is the Street language [45, 204],
which is based on the OPS-5 production rule model [48].
2.3.1.1 OPS-5 production rule-based processing standard
Each OPS-5 production rule has a Left-hand Side (LHS) for conditions and a
Right-hand Side (RHS) for actions [46]. The OPS5 syntax for productions is:
(p production-name
LHS
→
RHS
).

The operating cycle continuously follows the loop of matching, selecting and
executing from initialisation until the program is halted or no rules are matched [47].
The OPS-5 production rule works by matching the LHS in the working memory, and
the most prioritised production rules are selected to be executed. Condition elements
start with the names of data classes to distinguish different properties of data, and they
are followed by types of parameters, together with their values. For example [48], the
production rule:
(p define-continent
(cityLocation ^city <theCity> ^state <theState> ^country <theCountry>)
(countryLocation ^country <theCountry> ^continent <theContinent>)
→
(make cityContinent ^city <theCity> ^continent <theContinent>)
),

has two conditions. Condition element one is in the cityLocation class, and it has three
types of elements which are city, state and country. If there is an element in the
working memory in this format, condition one is matched, such as (cityLocation
Adelaide SA Australia). LHS conditions need not be tests of equality. Conditions could
also be other comparisons, such as conjunctions, disjunctions and negative conditions.
As in maths, the conjunctions and disjunctions syntax means the rule compares the
numerical values in the elements, and it matches when the value is within or outside
the condition range. The negative condition means that this LHS condition does not
exist in the working memory, and is represented by a negative sign in front of that
condition. For RHS elements, each is associated with an action, for example, make,
remove, modify and compute. If a rule is selected, all RHS actions of the rule are
executed.
The standard OPS-5 production rules are more complicated than necessary for a
simple rule-based process. All elements need to be defined with their classes and types
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of parameters. However, at the lowest level of cognition, it is not necessary to
recognise or understand knowledge in order to trigger low-level behaviours [53, 54,
130]. In addition, OPS-5 has various types of actions that do not change the working
memory. The design of the Street language assumes that all these actions can be
replaced by creating new or deleting existing working memory elements.
2.3.1.2 Street language

Fig. 2.8 Street Engine

A Street Language program comprises a set of rules as a Street agent (Fig. 2.8)
[45]. Each rule consists of conditions and actions. Whenever all conditions of a rule
are satisfied, the rule will be triggered, and all of its action elements will be executed.
Street uses a real-time updating WM to store information, and data are stored in terms
of the symbolic attributes in Working Memory Elements (WMEs).
More specifically, as in OPS-5 production rules, Street rules can have both
positive and negative conditions. A positive condition is satisfied if the WM contains
at least one element that matches the condition, and a negative condition is satisfied if
WM does not contain an element that matches the condition. Unlike OPS-5, Street
rules do not have types defined for attributes, so that they only try to match the data of
each attribute in WMEs. The Street Engine looks in the WM and finds WMEs which
have all the symbolic attributes matched with the condition element in the rule. For
numerical attributes, the conditions are comparisons of values. The list of different
comparisons supported by Street is introduced in section 2.3.2. If all the positive
condition elements of a rule can be located in the memory, and none of the negative
condition elements exists, then the rule will be triggered.
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Unlike OPS-5 [48] and other production rule-based processing standards [198],
another characteristic of Street is that it does not have a selecting process. Other
production rule-based systems, including Soar [37], use additional logic or operations
to select one or more matched rules to be executed. Street is designed to be a real-time
parallel processing cognitive architecture, which means that conditions are evaluated
continuously, and all rules matched with their condition elements can be triggered for
actions concurrently [49]. If the conditions of multiple rules are satisfied at the same
time, these rules are triggered concurrently and asynchronously. For a concurrent rule,
all sets of matching condition elements can trigger it at the same time, which means
that the same rule can be triggered for multiple occasions for the same WM
instantiation. Street also has single-triggered rules that can only be triggered once for
the same WM instantiation. Street is designed for a hardware-based cognitive
architecture, and, in hardware, the speed of hardware decides the set of WMEs to
trigger the rule. Once it is triggered, it may be blocked from triggering by other WMEs.
Therefore, ideally, the single-triggered rule is semi-randomly selecting the occasion to
be triggered.
When the conditions match the attributes of elements stored in WM and negative
conditions do not exist, the rule will be triggered. Once a rule triggers, all actions will
be executed, and they will, in general, make changes to the WM, which may (a) create
new WMEs or (b) delete existing WMEs. These changes in the WM may then trigger
the execution of further rules.
In hardware, the rules are realised by their own processing elements, called
productors [49]. It is inefficient for all productors to access the same WM concurrently,
and it would also be worthwhile for each productor to have a copy of WM of its own.
Therefore, in Street, each productor only has access to a subset of WM that contains
the condition elements and these are eventually be matched to trigger a rule. When a
rule is triggered, a productor makes a change to the WM and updates the change for
all other affected productors. Therefore, the Street system is event driven, and changes
to WM can trigger other rules, triggering a cascade of actions.
2.3.1.3 Street language syntax and semantics
Fig. 2.9 is an example rule of Street, designed to explain the syntax.
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Fig. 2.9. Example Street rule

In Street Language, each rule begins with the reserved character sequence “st{”
and ends with the matching closing brace, “}”. The symbol following “st{” is the rule
name, in this case, “defineContinent”. This is followed by a sequence of conditions
and a sequence of actions, separated by one of the two reserved character sequences
“-->” (for rules that allow multiple triggering) or “~~>” for single-triggered rules.
In Street rule syntax, individual conditions or action elements are contained in
parentheses. In order for a rule to be triggered, each of its conditions must find at least
one matching WME. A condition matches if it contains the same number of attributes
in the element, and all attributes match in corresponding positions. For literal symbols
(those not contained in angle brackets, “<>”), they must exactly match the attributes
of the WME. A formal parameter, contained in angle brackets, matches any element
in a WME if all of the literal symbols in the condition and the WME match, and if the
same formal parameter in different WMEs has the same symbolic value. In that case,
the formal parameter in the condition is assigned the value of the matching element in
the WME.

Fig. 2.10 Example Street rule with a negative condition and negative action

The example Street rule, defineContinent, in Fig. 2.9 contains two conditions.
The second condition matches the WMEs that have three attributes, and in which the
last two literal symbols are “in” and “Oceania”. For the formal parameter, <country>,
this will match the first element in any three-element WME with “in” and “Oceania”
as the second and third elements. Since the Street does not define the type of attributes,
the formal parameter, <country>, does not need to be a country or a country’s name.
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In addition, Street processing also supports negative conditions, which have a
negative sign, “-”, in front of the parenthesis, and the negative condition means the
specific WMEs do not exist in the WM. For example, the Street production rule in Fig.
2.10 has two positive conditions and one negative condition. If both positive condition
elements exist in WM and the negative condition element does not exist, this rule will
be triggered. Therefore the example rule will be triggered if, in a WM instantiation,
there are two three-attribute WMEs in which both have the same attribute, <country>,
as first and third attribute, and the one with <country> at the first place has the last two
attributes “in” and “Oceania” respectively, and there is no WME with that value of
<country> as the first element, and “in” and “Oceania” as the second and third
elements.
When a rule is executed, all action elements will be executed, not necessarily in
the order specified. An action contained in parentheses containing a set of attributes
(either literal symbolic values or formal parameters assigned a value from the rule
matching process) will result in the creation of a new WME with those attributes.
However, if the left parenthesis is preceded by a “-” then the WME with those
attributes will be deleted, if it already exists. It is not an error if that WME does not
already exist.
The attributes in WM elements can be numerical values, and, for conditions with
numerical values, the Street Engine can also perform basic comparisons between
attributes. For example:
st{flightSeats
(flight <airline> <number> <destination> <totalSeats>)
(tickets <airline> <number> <destination> <numberOfTicketSold>><totalSeats>)
-->
(ticketSale stop)
}.

In this rule, the attributes of <totalSeats> and <numberOfTicketSold> are
numerical values. Condition one indicates that the flight <number> of <airline> to
<destination> has <totalSeats> seats. If the tickets sold, <numberOfTicketSold>, is
more than the <totalSeats>, the action will be triggered to stop ticket sale. The Street
language supports integer comparisons of less than (“<”), less than or equal to (“<=”),
greater than (“>”) and greater than or equal to (“>=”). In order for a match to occur
with a WME element that is to be used as an integer element, it must have a valid
integer format, for example “01244” or “-85”. If another example element (tickets
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Qantas QF691 MEL SoldOut) is in the WM, the rule will not be triggered because its
last attribute is not a numerical value.
2.3.1.4 Input and output elements
Street can receive input WMEs from input-output systems through the creation
of special WMEs in WM, in which the first attribute is “_INPUT”, such as (_INPUT
sensor2 reading number 66). The input WMEs can only be used as conditions of
production rules: they cannot be created or deleted in rule actions. Therefore, the agent
can only respond to the arrival of externally created _INPUT WMEs.
For outputs, rule actions may create WMEs with their first attributes to be
“_OUTPUT”, such as (_OUTPUT motion speed fast). Whenever an output WME is
created or deleted, all peripherals and associated systems are notified of the change
and the output systems must take the appropriate, platform-dependent, action. Output
WMEs can only be used as actions of production rules: they may not appear as
conditions.
With this mechanism, peripherals and external systems maintain interacting and
monitoring of the Street Engine. The Street will respond to a particular request by
responding to an, or a set of, _INPUT WME(s), and the external system can hold the
_INPUT WME to maintain a request. The Street agent can drive peripherals to address
a service by creating an, or a set of, _OUTPUT WME(s). For example:
st{flightSeats
(_INPUT print <airline> <number> <destination> <seatNumber>)
(tickets <airline> <number> <destination> <seat> available)
-->
(_OUTPUT print ticket <airline> <number> <destination> <seatNumber>)
(tickets <airline> <number> <destination> <seat> unavailable)
- (tickets <airline> <number> <destination> <seat> available)

}
In this example, a request to print a ticket is pushed input into the WM of Street,
and the rule checks the availability of the ticket and requests a service of print that
ticket.
2.3.2 Working Memory examples
In a production rule-based system, the WM contains the knowledge base of the
agent. Information is stored in terms of symbolic elements, and each of these elements
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consists of a set of attributes. Fig. 2.11 illustrates an example situation in WM, together
with the example rule from Fig. 2.9.

Fig. 2.11 Example WM with Street rule

In this WM example, the WME, (Australia in Oceania), together with (Adelaide
SA Australia), (Sydney NSW Australia) and (Perth WA Australia) separately trigger
the rule, defineContinent. Thus, as a result of the three rules triggering new WMEs,
(Adelaide is in Oceania) (Sydney is in Oceania) and (Perth is in Oceania) are created.
Notice that the WME (Melbourne VIC Australia city) does not trigger the rule with
(Australia in Oceania), even though it has attributes matching the condition. This is
because the number of attributes in the element is not the same as the one in the rule.
Another example scenario of WM is shown in Fig. 2.12. One of the example
rules, motionExample1, has condition elements (see mailbox right), (see mailbox rear)
and (frontSee <obstacle> Far). As all these elements exist in the WM (with
<obstacle> matching, and assigned the symbolic value, “bin”) the action elements
(nextMotion RightTurn) and (indicator right), will be created in the WM. For the rule
“motionExample2”, the condition WME is (frontSee <obstacle> NextTo), and it will
trigger add (stop) and delete (nextMotion <motion>).
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Fig. 2.12 Another WM example with two rules

In the WM of this example, (see mailbox right) and (see mailbox rear) exist, and,
together with (frontSee bin Far), motionExample1 is triggered. This rule creates two
new elements, (nextMotion RightTurn) and (indicator right). However, if another
element, (frontSee bin NextTo), is added to current WM, motionExample2 will be
triggered to delete (nextMotion RightTurn) and create a new element of (stop).
2.4

CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we reviewed the definition of AGI, which is distinguished from

the commonly-known concept of AI, and focused on implementing general functional
machine intelligence. The review focused on introducing the cognitive architecture
approach, which is a major approach for developing AGI. Some example prior works
were introduced, and these works motivated our under-development Street processing
architecture. The Street is a parallel processing production rule-based system, and it is
designed to be implemented into small AGI hardware. However, Street has not yet
been approved for its capability for implementing large scale agents. Therefore, case
studies of using Street for AGI systems are necessary.
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Chapter 3: Reproducing Honey Bee Homing
Behaviours
Agents, as software entities that behave as a user or an operator, are able to drive
systems and platforms with some degree of autonomy [4, 205]. Cognitive agents are
developed based on cognitive behaviours. In particular, the objective of the research
described in this thesis is to evaluate and refine the Street architecture as a platform
for implementing, in hardware, automated cognitive behaviours. To do this, we set the
goal of reproducing the cognitive behaviour of a biological creature on the Street
platform. However, the cognitive behaviours of many biological creatures are
complicated and prohibitively complex to analyse and reproduce. Therefore, we
sought to identify a simple cognitive behaviour that could be replicated within the
context of this research. The selection was based on three broad principles. Firstly, the
behaviour makes use of the insect’s general cognitive capability. Secondly, the
author’s candidature limits the research scale, so that the logical structure and the
behavioural functionality cannot be too complex. Thirdly, the selected behaviour has
literature in support of its processing architecture and potentially links to the proposed
cognitive architecture. Therefore, we selected the homing behaviour of the honey bee,
one of the simplest cognitive creatures, as our goal.
In this chapter, the honey bee’s cognitive structure is reviewed along with its
cognitive behaviours, which are foraging and homing, and a case study of duplicating
the homing behaviour of honey bees is described. To demonstrate the potential
relationship between these developments, an agent-based system has been developed
to test and evaluate the system’s performance. Input data are fuzzified and packed into
data sets that we call Master Frames (MFs), which are a fusion of key information
from environmental sensors. While foraging, all detected MFs are recorded as a chain
of episodic memories recording the sequences of the agent’s experiences. Then, during
homing, the agent can use these recorded MFs as references and make motion
decisions based on comparing the memories with current environmental inputs.
The experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of an approach to
implementing low-level cognitive behaviour in a fuzzy rule-based cognitive system.
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3.1

HONEY BEE BEHAVIOURS
A traditional view of cognitive creatures excludes insects because they cannot

process internally to track or predict external processes [206], and they are only able
to respond by reflex using their congenital instincts [207]. The view is taken that the
size of their brains is not adapted to process effectively when the information size
reaches a certain cognitive level. However, ethologists [78] show that there are some
exceptions, such as honey bees (Apis mellifera).
Honey bees are believed to be one of the few types of insects that are capable of
some low-level cognition [34, 35]. The research of [83], [208] and [51] shows that
honey bees exhibit cognitive behaviours, including homing behaviour, using landmark
references and exchanging knowledge of the paths to the food sources through what is
known as the “waggle dance”, during which honey bees move with special patterns of
motions to explain their experiences on the path to a food source [209]. It is thought
that honey bees are able to distinguish significant visual characteristics from the
background and record them as knowledge without recognition and understanding.
The “waggle dance” generates coded messages that describe distances, directions and
landmarks towards a food source, and shows that their knowledge representations are
symbolic [209].
3.1.1 Honey bee cognitive architecture
Rittschof [210] has investigated the central nervous system of insects and has
determined that an insect’s nervous system is constructed with a brain and ganglia
across its thorax and abdomen [211]. The brain receives secondary level inputs from
sensory organs, and sends command outputs to related segmental ganglia. The size of
the brain determines its processing capacity. In particular, the mushroom bodies and
visual system in the brain control the insect’s cognitive capabilities. The mushroom
bodies are the integration centres for any second or higher order sensory inputs. Like
any artificial processing and storage devices, a larger density mushroom body
increases the number of external and internal stimuli that can be processed. This view
is supported by a comparison between fruit flies (Drosophila spp.), which have about
100,000 neurons in the brain of which the mushroom bodies take 2% of their total
brain volume, and honey bees, which have a brain that is 30-50 times larger with 20%
occupancy by mushroom bodies. The honey bees possess many cognitive capabilities
that the fruit flies do not.
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The mushroom bodies are the multimodal neural centre, and can be described as
fundamental to the insect cognitive architecture [35]. The paired mushroom bodies are
constructed of neurons and connections, and they run in parallel to each lobe [212]
(Fig. 3.1). The lobes act as the output portals, and each of them connects to a
corresponding organ, triggering physical reactions through the ganglia network.
Sections in the mushroom bodies are assigned to unique organs. Therefore, reactions
may not interact between sections.

Fig. 3.1 The honey bee’s nervous system

In general, the insect’s brain combines dedicated processing and parallel
processing. External stimuli trigger specific sections for a chain reaction, and all of
these reactions can be activated concurrently. Randolf [34] has expressed the honey
bee’s processing method as a modular structure, and its cognitive architecture has been
explained (Fig. 3.2). There are several neuron modules that are associated with
different, specific, processing abilities, and these modules are triggered by sensing
specific external stimuli. These modules are specialised for simple learning and fast
responses to their associated stimuli. To track and memorise information, the brain
also has value-specific processing modules, which provide value information and
connect different domain-specific processing modules. All reactions are triggered to
be processed by the central integration state, and this drives specific motions or
performs new behaviours.
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Fig. 3.2 The honey bee’s cognitive architecture

3.1.2 Visual landmark recognition
Honey bees have significant navigation capability relative to the size of their
brain [50]. While they are exploring around their nest, information detected is in fuzzy
form. With the physical limitations of their information processing units, they cannot
process and memorise all detected knowledge. Therefore, filtering to extract key
information and minimise data is necessary to function effectively. The major
environmental sensibilities of the honey bee are its remarkable vision of significant
objects and efficient navigation strategies. A honey bee can visualise significant
objects in the surrounding environment, and focus on the ones which stand out from
the background frame, for example a yellow daisy in a lawn or a blossoming cherry
tree. However, they do not analyse the full image they visualise but only abstract major
characteristics, such as a small amount of yellow in the frame or a pink colour covering
the frame [78, 84]. Thus, the information the honey bee uses for processing has been
adapted into a minimal size to increase the efficiency of subsequent processing.
3.1.3 Magnetoreception
Biologists deem that honey bees have the ability to sense geo-magnetic fields,
which they call magnetoreception [80]. In addition to their ability to navigate by visual
landmarks, magnetoreception fills the gap between visual reference points by
providing information about the direction of travel. Unlike highly intelligent creatures,
which can use the changes in visual images to determine a straight line, honey bees
process these senses separately and cannot link up the change in perspective with
spatial and directional changes [83]; however, they use their senses about the magnetic
field to determine their current direction during travel. Therefore, when re-tracing a
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path, they match their memory of magnetoreception to determine the necessary
navigational direction.
3.1.4 Foraging behaviour
Foraging behaviour is one of the essential and natural survival skills of most
animals [213]. Foragers are challenged with investing time and energy into locating
food. In the case of the honey bee, the worker bees explore the environment to find
and harvest crops for the entire colony. During foraging, they fly in an unstructured
pattern to explore the environment within a certain distance of their nest, to discover
flowers with a rich stock of nectar and pollen [208]. With this technique, finding food
becomes a random event with a low probability of success, and the individual
investment in time and energy is high. However, in order to reduce the cost of the
return trip and maximise the opportunity for other workers to locate the food source,
the successful forager memorises the route of the foraging trip.
During free exploration, the forager uses its visual sensors to recognise objects
in the environment and detect any significant changes to identify landmarks [84]. It
memorises the sequence in which landmarks were encountered to create a chain of
memories about the experienced path [51, 78, 83]. The events of detecting landmarks
are recorded as episodic memories, and the sequence in which they appear links them
together. The forager can use these episodic memories to return to the hive, and this
increases the chance of returning home successfully. Also, knowledge of the path to
the food can be communicated to other workers through the encoded symbolic
message of waggle runs [214] to maximise their chance of also finding the food.
3.1.4.1 Landmark-based routine memorisation
Researchers [208] have generated theories about the process that the honey bee
uses for navigation and have validated these theories with experiments using radar
tracking. During free exploration of the environment, the honey bee visualises its
surrounding environment in real-time. It only recognises significant objects in its
visual field and uses them as landmarks which represent the characteristics of a
position. As they do not consider any relationships between different image frames,
they cannot find any short cut between landmarks. However, their brain processing
speed benefits from this strategy. Whilst the honey bee captures a landmark, it records
it as a reference point in its path. During free exploration, it records the characteristics
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of each landmark, and the sequence of these landmarks indicates a route with reference
locations. In the meantime, the honey bee’s magnetoreception [80] has responded to
the changes of magnetic field during this trip. It also records its perception of the
magnetic field at particular reference points, which can guide it to change its flying
direction towards the next reference position. Therefore, this perception will also be a
part of the characteristics describing a reference point.
3.1.5 Homing behaviour
After engaging in the foraging behaviour introduced above, the honey bee recalls
the recorded episodic memories to track back to its hive [208]. It initiates a small range
of exploration from the current position to locate the last seen reference landmark.
Until it receives the same visual inputs as a previous memory and matches a similar
sense of the magnetic field, it starts to look for the next visualised landmark. By
repeating these procedures, it can return to the hive along the same path, which it
memorised during the free exploration foraging phase.
3.1.6 An engineering perspective
To summarise this behaviour from an engineering perspective, the foraging
honey bee explores an unfamiliar environment and tries to find particular targets,
usually food sources, by random motions. On this trip, it detects signature patterns at
each reference position and memorises a sequence of them. All of this information is
stored, presumably without understanding, and the information can be transmitted to
other agents through symbolic communication, for example the waggle dance, so that
others can use the data to find the same path.
3.2

SYSTEM STRUCTURE
One main objective of this work is to demonstrate the feasibility and capacity of

the proposed approach through the implementation of a case study. We chose to
implement a Street agent-based system onto a two-wheel-drive rover platform, and
tested it in an artificial environment with coloured balls as landmarks. The system is
designed to reproduce the honey bee’s homing behaviour, and is used to imitate the
way a honey bee processes. In this honey bee simulating system, sensors are used to
replicate a honey bee’s detecting vision and magnetic field, which the literature
suggests are the primary sensing methods that are used by honey bees to track a path.
Vision provides relative distances to landmarks, and magnetic fields can be used to
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determine directions of heading. The system structure and relationships between the
modules of the hardware platform are shown in Fig. 3.3.

Fig. 3.3 Honey bee system structure

The system receives numerical inputs representing information about detected
objects from a colour-based object detection sensor1 and navigational angles from a
magnetic sensor2. These two inputs simulate the senses of vision and magnetoreception
and provide all of the information that the rover has access to about its environment.
The object processing module and the magnetic input processing module are run on
an Arduino microcontroller, and they process the numerical inputs from the sensors
and convert them into fuzzy symbolic representations (as described below in section
3.3). These two modules represent the honey bee’s sensory organs and their processing
lobes, which sense external stimuli from the real environment and transmit them into
its nervous system in the form of chemical elements and electronic impulses [215].
The symbolic elements about the environment are pushed into two different modules,
which are both running on the Street Engine simulator 3 but loaded with different
agents. One of them memorises the information gathered in the foraging process, and
the other determines the movement actions to be made. This multi-agent structure

1

A Pixy Cam5 camera is used to detect predefined colour objects and provide their widths, heights
and coordinates relevant to the image frame, all measured in pixels.
2
The navigational angle is provided by a LM303 compass module, which can detect an angle relative
to magnetic North.
3
Two JAVA scripts for the Street simulator (introduced in section 2.3) are running on a LattePanda
Single Board Computer (SBC) in a Windows 10 environment.
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allows agents to develop their own Working Memory without interaction or
interference, which enables simpler implementation. The details of these two agents
are explained in section 3.4. After motion decisions have been made, the system
outputs are sent to a motion controller, which is running on another Arduino
microcontroller with motor drivers 1 . The motion controller receives mobility
commands from the Central Command Agent and converts them to numerical motion
instructions. It drives two stepper motors with drivers to perform the required
movement. The motion controller only has basic open loop controllers to drive the
stepper motors. The rover is assembled on a 3D printed chassis, shown together with
a diagram of the hardware architecture in Fig. 3.4.

Fig. 3.4 Two-wheel rover platform

3.2.1 Sensing inputs and data pre-processing
In this work, the system is limited through the number and types of input to be
just enough to enable the agent to make basic decisions. This work does not focus on
sensors or low-level sensor processing, so the system is implemented with devices with
pre-processing functions. The Pixy object detection camera 2 can detect signature
objects with predefined colours in a frame and outputs the coordinates and lengths of

1

An A4899 stepper motor driver is connected to drive each stepper motor.
The Pixy object detection camera is also known as a PixyCam, which uses the contrast of colours to
extract particular signature colours from the background.
2
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each detected object (in pixels) to the processing module with their colour code. The
LM303 compass module provides the angle between the rover’s current heading
direction and magnetic North, in degrees. All raw data are inputted to the Arduino
(Micro) in real-time, which reformats the information as follows, for further
processing. For each signature object, the colour code, such as “RED” and “YELLOW”,
is followed by the XY coordinates and height and width of the object. The X coordinate
is the distance in pixels to the left edge of the frame, and the Y coordinate is the
distance to the top of the frame. Following the data for all detected objects, a
navigational angle provided by the compass module is added. All inputs are updated
in real-time, reformatted into this numerical data package and pushed into the system
as a variable length ASCII encoded string. The number of objects detected in the same
frame is not limited. The numerical inputs are formatted as:
(𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒1 𝑋1 𝑌1 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡1 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ1 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒2 𝑋2 𝑌2 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡2 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ2 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒).
An example of two objects detected in the same frame is shown in the following figure
(Fig. 3.5):

Fig. 3.5 Sensing input example

3.3

FUZZY SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION
All inputs are converted into the fuzzy symbolic elements by the processing

modules running on the Arduino and are then processed by the agents. After
information is processed by the agents and the high-level decisions are made about the
next direction of travel, the motion decision elements are decoded into digital signals
to instruct the platform to execute a movement. A fuzzy processing architecture is used
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with a cognitive agent at its core, as illustrated in figure (Fig. 3.6). It is refined from
the Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) [216, 217]. In FIS, a number of fuzzy IF-THEN
rules, [218, 219] together with a predefined database, is the knowledge base for making
decisions. In our structure, the knowledge base is replaced by the structure of decisionmaking rules, and reasoning rules trigger a series of reactions and create elements that
can lead to motion decisions.

Fig. 3.6 Fuzzy decision-making architecture

Comparing the honey bee’s system structure (Fig. 3.3) the processing modules
are used for fuzzification and convert numerical inputs into a fuzzy symbolic
representation. The whole motion module converts the fuzzy motion instructions into
digital control signals for the motors based on the decisions made, which acts as
defuzzification. The Command Agent makes the decisions to drive the platform, and
these decisions are based on knowledge recorded in the Memory Agent, which
resembles the reasoning process of FIS [216].
3.3.1 Visualise information
Based on two objects being detected in a frame, the object processing module
processes numerical inputs,
(𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒1 𝑋1 𝑌1 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡1 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ1 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒2 𝑋2 𝑌2 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡2 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ2 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒),
and then converts them into fuzzy symbolic elements, which are stored in the Working
Memory (WM) of the Memory Agent as WMEs. If more objects are detected, more
sets of (𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑛 𝑋𝑛 𝑌𝑛 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑛 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑛 ) are packed into this input data package.
While the image sensor provides a description of each object detected in its
visual field in the form of its colour and 𝑋𝑛 and 𝑌𝑛 coordinates in the frame and
𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡1 and 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ1 of the detected object, the Input Processing Module calculates a
numerical estimation of the distance (𝐷𝑛 ) from the bottom of the view to the centre of
objects in pixels, with:
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𝐷𝑛 = 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒_ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 − 𝑌𝑛 −

𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑛⁄
2

(1)

and the side distance (𝑆𝑛 ):
𝑆𝑛 = 𝑋𝑛 +

𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑛⁄
2

(2)

which provides a distance from the left side of the frame to the centre of objects. Then,
these values are converted into symbolic fuzzy descriptors of the position of the object:

𝐷𝑓𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦

𝑖𝑠_𝑓𝑎𝑟,
𝐷 ≥ 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒_ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 × 30%1
= {𝑖𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒,
𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 × 30% > 𝐷 ≥ 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 × 20%
𝑖𝑠_𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑇𝑜,
𝐷 < 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒_ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 × 10%

𝑆𝑓𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦

𝑜𝑛_𝑡ℎ𝑒_𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡, 𝐷 ≤ 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒_𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ × 20%
= {𝑖𝑛_𝑡ℎ𝑒_𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒, 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒_𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ × 20% < 𝐷 < 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒_𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ × 80%.
𝑜𝑛_𝑡ℎ𝑒_𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡, 𝐷 ≥ 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒_𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ × 80%

To represent a frame of an image, we use a set of elements describing objects in
the visual field using fuzzy symbolic representation. These elements include the
distances to the objects detected and their lateral position in the frame, with unique
object IDs, colour signature elements and a count for the total number of detected
objects. For example, the set of WMEs describing the object detected in the image in
Fig. 3.7 would be:
<s> distance _ID1 is_far
<s> distance _ID2 is_close
<s> side _ID1 in_the_Middle
<s> side _ID2 on_the_Right
<s> colour _ID1 GREEN
<s> colour _ID2 YELLOW
<s> blocksCount 2

Fig. 3.7 Fuzzy represented distances and side distances

1

The percentages are determined based on experiments.
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In this example, each row is a WME, in which <s> represents a common
reference ID for linking information about the same frame. The _IDx attribute provides
a unique reference code for each object in the frame. The colour signatures of objects
are also defined by an additional element. For each object detected in the frame there
will be one distance element, one side element and one colour element, with a final
element giving the total number of objects detected in the frame.
3.3.2 Navigational angle
The last item in the input data package, such as N224 in Fig. 3.5, is the angle
detected by the external magnetic sensor, being the clockwise bearing from magnetic
North. This is converted into fuzzy symbolic form in the magnetic input processing
module before being pushed into the WM of both agents.
The conventional description of geographical directions is North, East, South
and West. However, this interpretation has been found to be too coarse to indicate
directions in this system. We decided to use eight directions, because it was the
smallest number that gave sufficient angular resolution.
A 2-dimensional 360-degree compass is divided into eight major directions, N,
A, E, B, S, C, W and D, as illustrated in Fig. 3.8.

Fig. 3.8 Fuzzy representation of directions

The system is designed to avoid using the conventional compass points of NE,
NW, SW and SE for brevity. For the purposes of fuzzification, for each of these
compass points, there is a region either side in which the bearing is considered to be
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strongly aligned to the compass point (on the inner circle with darker colours) and two
regions that are weakly aligned (on the outer circle with lighter colours). If the input
angle is significantly close to one of the eight compass points, the intensity element of
that direction will be STRONG. Conversely, if it is further away, a WEAK element will
be generated. In some cases, if the input angle happens to be approximately equidistant
from two compass points, the magnetic intensity elements will both be WEAK.
Therefore, each inputted angle is converted to two elements describing the degree of
alignment to the directions on either side. The format is (<s> compass <direction>
<intensity>). For example, for an input angle of 10º magnetic Working Memory
Elements in the agent will be:
<s> compass N STRONG
<s> compass A WEAK.
This representation avoids motion being triggered with non-significant
differences, such as one degree and 355 degrees. One degree is converted to:
<s> compass N STRONG
<s> compass A WEAK,
and 355 degrees are converted to:
<s> compass N STRONG
<s> compass D WEAK.
So, both are classified as being N STRONG.
For the implementation of the Command agent, when making decisions about
motion, only when both direction elements are different will a motion suggestion be
triggered. Therefore, one and 355 degrees are not considered to be a major difference.
Further details are introduced in section 3.4.2.
3.3.3 Master Frames
We call a set of elements describing all objects detected and the navigational
direction of the platform at a reference position an MF. All elements in the MF are
characterised with a common identifier, as described above. An input MF describes
the visually and magnetically perceived environment at the present instant in time. It
is the integration of the elements containing object IDs with a fuzzy indication of their
vertical and lateral positions in the visual field, colour signature, the total number count
of detected objects and the geomagnetic field direction at a particular moment. As
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inputs, all elements in the MF are generated with the same reference ID symbol,
_INPUT. An example of an input MF containing two objects in the middle of the
frame, where a green ball is in the far distance, and a red ball is close, and where the
magnetic angle is 79º, is:
_INPUT distance _ID1 is_close
_INPUT distance _ID2 is_far
_INPUT side _ID1 in_the_Middle
_INPUT side _ID2 in_the_Middle
_INPUT colour _ID1 RED
_INPUT colour _ID2 GREEN
_INPUT blocksCount 2
_INPUT compass A WEAK
_INPUT compass E STRONG
Therefore, in this work, symbolic elements in MFs store important
characteristics of past situations. In an MF, all the necessary information is put together
to recreate a memory of a particular reference position. Therefore, each recorded MF
is an episodic memory piece, and, by creating connections between them, these
memories are linked together.
3.4

STREET AGENTS
The cognitive processing is performed by two cooperating Street agents: the

Memory Agent and the Command Agent (see Fig. 3.3). The system starts in a foraging
mode, in which the Command Agent instructs the platform to explore the surrounding
environment by generating a series of pseudo-random movements at controller level.
As it does so, the Memory Agent determines significant changes in the surrounding
environment to recognise new reference positions and records the sequence of these
reference positions and their characteristics using MFs.
3.4.1 Memory Agent
The Memory Agent records the sequence of _INPUT MFs received and outputs
each element of a target MF to the Command Agent, when requested to do so. When
the platform is in foraging mode, the Memory Agent determines any difference
between the elements of the current _INPUT MF and those of the last recorded MF. If
the new MF differs, the system is considered to be experiencing a new reference
position. The Memory Agent then duplicates the _INPUT MF and stores it into its WM
as one of a set of episodic memories [57] with a unique reference ID <s>. It also
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produces an ordered list of these reference IDs to track the order in which MFs appear
by creating for each MF an element of the form (_IDlast followedBy _IDnew) in its
WM. These ordering elements can be created, replaced and updated independently of
the content or structure of the MF.
3.4.2 Command Agent
The Command Agent is the key module controlling the system. The primary
function of this agent is determined by whether it is in free discovery foraging mode
or homing mode. This is determined by whether the target object has been detected.
The Command Agent initialises into foraging mode. In foraging mode, the agent
generates random movements while receiving inputs from the sensory modules and
checking if any element of the current _INPUT MF matches a pre-defined target
element, which, for the purposes of this experiment, contains a set unique colour
attribute. This simulates the discovery of a food source and causes the Command
Agent to switch to homing mode.
Once the agent enters homing mode, it finds the last recorded MF for a reference
position and adopts it as the target MF to find. It then compares the target MF with the
elements of the current _INPUT MF and, as a result of any difference in attributes, the
rules suggest motion requirements and the Command Agent determines a high-level
decision for motion based on these requirements. It thus begins its first step in retracing
its path back to the initial location. The general processing structure is illustrated in
Fig. 3.9.

Fig. 3.9 Decision-making architecture of the Command Agent
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More specifically, the Command Agent takes the place of the reasoning rules
introduced in Fig. 3.6. While comparing the target MF and the current _INPUT MFs,
the rules in the Command Agent trigger the creation of elements suggesting movement
requirements. This procedure provides elements describing a resolving movement for
every difference detected by comparing the Target and _INPUT MF elements
representing the same property. Therefore, each MF comparison can result in several,
possibly inconsistent, motion suggestions. These are resolved at a higher level, as
described below.
The Command Agent’s rules are written such that the agent compares each of
the elements in the current MF and target MF describing longitude distances, lateral
positions and the heading direction, and creates WMEs representing the detected
differences. The general rule format is:
st{compareDifferences
(homing)
(_IDtarget <type> <ID1> <condition1>)
(_IDcurrent <type> < ID2> <condition2>)
(_IDtarget colour <ID1> <colour>)
(_IDcurrent colour < ID2> <colour>)
-(_IDtarget colour < ID2> <colour>)
-->
(difference <type> <ID1> <condition1> <condition2>)
-(_IDcurrent <type> <ID1> <condition2>)

}
Then, these differences will in turn trigger a motion suggestion. The longitude
comparison compares the difference in distances for each detected object in the MF
and generates a preferred longitudinal motion. It may suggest a reverse or forward
movement depending on the difference, such as:
st{requireLongitudinal
(homing)
(difference distance <ID> is_close is_far)
-->
(require longitudinal <ID> short forward)
-(difference distance <ID> is_close is_far)

}
For the lateral position, the agent’s rules trigger lateral motion requests (left or
right) if differences appear. The agent also compares the elements, which represent the
current bearing. The agent creates an element to require a rotation if the heading
direction elements are significantly different. As noted previously, in this comparison,
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a movement suggestion is only triggered if both elements representing the heading
direction are different.
As an example, if the current MF contains:
_IDcurrent compass N STRONG
_IDcurrent compass A WEAK
and the target MF contains,
_IDtarget compass N WEAK
_IDtarget compass A WEAK,
this does not trigger any action since this is not considered to be a significant
difference. Therefore, the rotational motion requirement is only generated when two
elements for compass difference exist in the WM. The rule format is in the form:
st{requireRotational
(homing)
(difference compass <direction1> <intensity1> <direction2> <intensity1>)
(difference compass <direction3> <intensity2> <direction4> <intensity2>)
-->
(require rotation <ID> <amplitude> <motion>)
-(difference compass <direction1> <intensity1> <direction2> <intensity1>)
-(difference compass <direction3> <intensity2> <direction4> <intensity2>)

}.
The Command Agent now has a reason for selecting a motion requirement to
resolve the position difference between the target and current MFs. However, multiple
motion requirements may have been generated as a result of multiple MF differences
and the agent cannot necessarily act on all of these motions. Some of them may be
conflicting. Therefore, for each property, only one element suggesting a motion in a
particular direction will be generated.
We select the element containing the larger scale motion, if all elements for the
same property require a motion in the same direction:
st{sortMotion1
(homing)
(require <type> <ID1> long <direction>)
(require <type> <ID2> short <direction>)
-->
-(require <type> <ID2> short <direction>)

}
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However, if there are motion requirement elements of a particular type with
conflicting directions, the system will only pick the one with the smaller scale of
motion. For example:
st{sortMotion2
(homing)
(require <type> <ID1> short <direction1>)
(require <type> <ID2> long <direction2>)
-(require <type> <ID1> short <direction2>)
-->
-(require <type> <ID2> long <direction2>)

}
If opposite directions appear in elements with the same scale, one of them will
be selected by the rule for deletion, effectively picking one of the two directions at
random:
st{sortMotion3
(homing)
(require <type> <ID1> <scale> <direction1>)
(require <type> <ID2> <scale> <direction2>)
-->
-(require <type> <ID2> <scale> <direction2>)

}
After a single motion for each property has been selected, these selected motion
requirement elements provide the next level of reasoning, and the agent will then
aggregate them into a single high-level movement:
st{mergeMotions
(require longitudinal <ID1> <scale1> <direction1>)
(require transverse <ID2> <scale2> <direction2>)
(require rotation <scale3> <direction3>)
-->
(_OUTPUT motion decision <scale1> <direction1> <scale2> <direction2> <scale3>
<direction3>)
-(require longitudinal <ID1> <scale1> <direction1>)
- (require transverse <ID2> <scale2> <direction2>)
-(require rotation <scale3> <direction3>)

}
3.5

SYSTEM BEHAVIOURS AND ANALYSIS

3.5.1 Foraging mode
An example scenario is presented in Fig. 3.10.
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Fig. 3.10 Example of a foraging scenario

In this example, there are five reference locations, which are captured in different
MFs and are all stored in the WMs of the agents with a unique reference ID. Initially,
the system has detected two objects, a GREEN and a RED, both in an is_far and
in_the_middle view distance, and the rover is aligned towards the top of the page.
Then, the platform moves forward to get closer to those two objects. A new MF, with
the individual distances changed to is_close, is captured. One of the compass elements
changes to D WEAK from A WEAK, yet the platform does not rotate. This change is
caused by the drifting of the input from the magnetic sensor, and this minor difference
will not trigger any issue for any comparisons during the homing stage.
The third movement is also moving forward, and the rover moves even closer to
the objects. The distance elements become is_nextTo, and the RED object is
on_the_Right since the viewing point is closer to the GREEN object. Afterwards, the
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platform has shifted to the left, and the RED object looks farther away, which is
is_close. Lastly, the platform rotates about 30 degrees clockwise, which changes the
compass elements to N WEAK and A WEAK.
3.5.2 Homing stage
3.5.2.1 Overall behaviour during homing
During this stage, our objective is to have the system to perform as a honey bee
would, retreating to the starting point by retracing the path it used to approach the
target (food location). To do this, the system returns to each of the reference positions
indicated by a stored MF in the reverse order to that in which it visited them during
the foraging phase, finishing at the first reference position.
Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12 illustrate an example of our testing scenarios, in which
the system has some pre-recorded MFs in the WM and uses them to make motion
decisions to find the initial position. After the mode changes from Foraging to Homing,
the system begins to retrace its path by attempting to approach the most recent
reference position. It adopts the MF of the last position as the Target Frame and
compares it with all elements of the current MF, as previously described. Based on this
comparison, the Command Agent will decide to make a move that will position it
closer to the position characterised by the target MF. When all elements of the target
MF are matched with the current MF, the target reference position has reached, and
the Command Agent will then request the next target MF from the WM of the Memory
Agent. In general, the comparison will repeat until the initial position has been reached.

Fig. 3.11 Target Master Frame matching example (return to position 4)
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Fig. 3.12 Target Master Frame matching example (return to position 3, 2 and 1)

3.5.2.2 Resolving position differences
As in the example in Fig. 3.12, the last comparison is between a target MF,
_IDtarget distance _ID1 is_close
_IDtarget side _ID1 on_the_Right
_IDcurrent distance _ID2 is_nextTo
_IDtarget side _ID2 in_the_Middle
_IDtarget colour _ID1 RED
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_IDtarget colour _ID2 GREEN
_IDtarget blockCount 2
_IDtarget compass N WEAK
_IDtarget compass A WEAK
and the current MF,
_IDcurrent distance _ID3 is_far
_IDcurrent side _ID3 in_the_Middle
_IDcurrent distance _ID4 is_far
_IDcurrent side _ID4 in_the_Middle
_IDcurrent colour _ID3 RED
_IDcurrent colour _ID4 GREEN
_IDcurrent blockCount 2
_IDcurrent compass N STRONG
_IDcurrent compass D WEAK.
The rules determining the position differences are triggered, which create elements,
difference distance _ID1 is_close is_far
difference side _ID1 on_the_Right in_the_Middle
difference distance _ID2 is_nextTo is_far
difference compass N WEAK N STRONG
difference compass A WEAK D STRONG.
Based on these difference elements, motion requirement elements are created, which
are:
require longitudinal _ID1 short forward
require transverse _ID1 short left
require longitudinal _ID1 long forward
require rotation short clockwise
to suggest movements to resolve position differences. Then, the rule,
st{sortMotion
(homing)
(require <type> <ID1> long <direction>)
(require <type> <ID2> short <direction>)
-->
-(require <type> <ID2> short <direction>)
},

will be triggered by (require longitudinal _ID1 short forward) and (require
longitudinal _ID1 long forward) to retain only the shorter motion for the longitudinal
movement. Then, the agent will make a decision by combining these movement
requirements and output (_OUTPUT motion decision long forward short left short
clockwise) to command the system to move towards the target position. In Fig. 3.12,
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these processes have been repeated three times until the current MF matched with the
target MF.

Fig. 3.13 Example homing scenario

3.5.2.3 Target Master Frame matches
If all elements in the current MF match the target MF, the platform will realise
that the target position has been reached. Then, the platform replaces the target MF
with the next recorded MF and repeats the comparisons and commanding procedures.
The homing stage terminates when the last target, the first recorded MF created during
the foraging phase, is matched.
Fig. 3.13 provides an example scenario of the agent homing to the starting point
with a series of movements that map the current _INPUT MF to the target MF. In this
example, the platform is driven along the path (black dash lines with direction arrows)
and, eventually, reaches the target of the YELLOW object. Along this trip, about 10
MFs are recorded. When homing, the platform is driven based on the motion decisions
and matches each recorded MF. The returning path does not entirely match with the
foraging path, yet it still returns to the starting position.
3.6

EVALUATION
To evaluate the effectiveness of the homing agent, we tested the system in an

artificial environment, with coloured balls used as landmarks. The objective was to
verify the ability of the system to retrace a path to its home location using only the
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visual landmarks provided by the coloured balls and the magnetic bearing. In each test,
such as that illustrated in Fig. 3.13, the rover was moved manually through foraging
paths of various lengths, exposing it to the landmarks in different sequences. These
manual motions allow us to track the foraging path, then compare it with the homing
path. Tests were conducted with four different configurations of the balls and with
foraging paths of varying lengths. As the system navigated the homing paths, the
changes in WM of both agents and decision-making processes were monitored, and
the accuracy of these input elements was checked by printing them out on an on-board
screen.
The rules of the agents were debugged and augmented until the system was able,
in every experimental scenario, to reach each reference position in the homing path
and eventually return to the starting position. With the fuzzy symbolic representation,
the information elements do not provide enough detail for the agent to allow it to
position the platform at exactly the same position as it occupied in the foraging phase.
Moreover, due to some inaccuracies in the motion control function, the platform has
deviated from the desired path. Consequently, it is not the case that the system always
made the most optimal decisions about the direction in which to move, nor that it
positioned itself in exactly the same location with respect to the landmarks as it was in
the foraging phase. However, it did move into approximately the original positions for
each landmark in turn and eventually finished at the home location. This outcome
means that the platform can be corrected at each reference position, and it returns on a
generally similar path.
3.7

CONCLUSION
This chapter has detailed the design, development and testing of a system which

is based on rule-based processing using fuzzy representation of the environment and
implemented to reproduce honey bee homing behaviours. The system has been able to
crudely reproduce the homing behaviour of honey bees in an artificial environment.
This work has demonstrated the feasibility of using a rule-based approach for the
implementation of limited Artificial General Intelligence (AGI).
Nonetheless, this work is limited by the fuzzification methods and decisionmaking structure. This system makes motion decisions based on matching colour
objects, in which the colour signature is the only characteristic used to find matching
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objects. In our experiments, some repeated colours or detection of multiple objects
with the same colour can lead to incorrect decisions being made because the wrong
rules are triggered. To improve the effectiveness of the agents, more unique
characteristics must be identified from the detected environmental information. In the
next chapter, the work is extended to show further refinement of both the decisionmaking structure and the fuzzy representation of the environment.
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Chapter 4: Data Fuzzification and Decisionmaking
A critical requirement for cognitive agents that are used to control mobile
platforms is to build and maintain an awareness of the environment in which they
operate. Commonly, and specifically in this research, visual sensors capture images of
the environment to contribute to environmental awareness. This chapter describes the
use of fuzzy techniques to characterise and compare images for the purpose of
cognitive decision-making.
In the previous chapter, fuzzification of environmental data has been briefly
introduced. As an expansion, in this chapter, we explain in detail the representation of
an image as a set of fuzzy symbolic elements to enable efficient cognitive decisionmaking based on the characteristics of the image. Unlike previously reported work
using fuzzy logic on images [220], this method is applied directly to an RGB image
without converting into grayscale, which enables more discriminating decisions based
on the characteristics of each pixel. It filters out any unnecessary details yet retains
sufficient information describing the frame to enable reliable comparisons between
images for the purposes of navigation.
Without any recognition or understanding of the contents, an image could be
described as a set of colour blocks of variable size and number, together with their
position in the frame. Our hypothesis was that an imprecise and economical
description of the size, colour and position of objects in an image could be used by a
cognitive processor to navigate between landmarks and return along the path of
approach. Therefore, this chapter introduces an image fuzzification method, giving a
description of the general information in an image using fuzzy symbolic elements.
Based on this new pre-processing method, the decision-making structure is also refined
to produce cognitive agents capable of resolving position differences. Agents are
evaluated in a series of tests.
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4.1

MASTER FRAME

4.1.1 Fuzzification of an RGB image
4.1.1.1 RGB fuzzification
In this research, cognitive decisions must be made. Therefore, data are converted
to symbolic terms based on cognition. Intelligent creatures can distinguish different
objects, based on significant changes of colours. Therefore, unlike previous image
processing methods using fuzzy logic, which convert the image to grayscale [221], we
introduce an RGB fuzzification method, which fuzzifies the image based on separate
R, G and B parameters. The R, G and B fuzzy sets are determined by fuzzification
functions based on each of the RGB parameters, which are eight-bit unsigned values
of red, green and blue colour intensities for each colour pixel.
The fuzzy set, A, is a set based on a defined reference RGB colour1, (𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑅 , 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐺 ,
𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐵 ), and R, G and B are fuzzy sets based on reference colours of pure red, green and
blue colour intensities. Each value has a degree of membership calculated based on its
membership function. Set A is derived from fuzzy sets R, G and B, being the set of
minimum values of the membership of each of the R, G and B sets for each pixel. The
process is shown in the following diagram (Fig. 4.1).

Fig. 4.1 RGB fuzzification processes

We considered the use of two alternative membership function forms: the
commonly-used Gaussian membership function and the mathematically simpler
triangular function.

1

A reference colour is the colour that is used to set up fuzzy set A, and it can be any colour with RGB
parameters.
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For triangular membership functions, the fuzzy sets are:
𝑅 = {𝜇𝑅 | 𝜇𝑅 (𝑟) = 1 −
𝐺 = {𝜇𝐺 | 𝜇𝐺 (𝑔) = 1 −
𝐵 = {𝜇𝐵 | 𝜇𝐵 (𝑏) = 1 −

|𝑟−255/2|
255/2
|𝑔−255/2|
255/2
|𝑏−255/2|
255/2

, 𝑟 ∈ [0, 255]},
, 𝑔 ∈ [0, 255]},
, 𝑏 ∈ [0, 255]},

𝐴 = {𝜇𝐴 (𝑟, 𝑔, 𝑏)| 𝜇𝐴 = min(𝜇𝑅 , 𝜇𝐺 , 𝜇𝐵 ) , 𝜇𝑅 ∈ 𝑅, 𝜇𝐺 ∈ 𝐺 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜇𝐵 ∈ 𝐵}.
While using Gaussian functions as the fuzzification functions, the fuzzy sets are:
𝑅 = {𝜇𝑅 | 𝜇𝑅 (𝑟) = 𝑒
𝐺 = {𝜇𝐺 | 𝜇𝐺 (𝑔) = 𝑒

2
−(𝑟−𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑅 )
2
2𝜎

, 𝑟 ∈ [0, 255]},

2
−(𝑔−𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐺 )
2𝜎2

, 𝑔 ∈ [0, 255]},

2
−(𝑏−𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐵 )
2
2𝜎

𝐵 = {𝜇𝐵 | 𝜇𝐵 (𝑏) = 𝑒
, 𝑏 ∈ [0, 255]},
𝐴 = {𝜇𝐴 (𝜇𝑅 , 𝜇𝐺 , 𝜇𝐵 )| 𝜇𝐴 = min(𝜇𝑅 , 𝜇𝐺 , 𝜇𝐵 ) , 𝜇𝑅 ∈ 𝑅, 𝜇𝐺 ∈ 𝐺 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜇𝐵 ∈ 𝐵}.
We have chosen to use Gaussian membership functions because they are better
able to capture the significant changes in membership than simple linear functions.
The variance parameter, σ, determines how significantly the change of the parameter
will affect its membership of the corresponding fuzzy set. In our experiments and
examples, σ is set to be 155. This σ is determined empirically to provide an effective
degree of discrimination, without changing significantly to reduce the fuzziness of the
parameters. For example, the following figure (Fig. 4.2) shows the use of IEEE blue
(PMS 3015 C) as an example reference colour, (𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑅 , 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐺 , 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐵 ) = [0, 98, 155]. The
figure shows the degree of membership over the full three-dimensional colour space,
using a colour bar.

Fig. 4.2 Example of using IEEE blue as the reference colour
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4.1.1.2 Fuzzification based on standard colours
To classify characteristics of colours and to meet the requirements for fuzzifying
the image, three standard colours, red (255, 0, 0), green (0, 255, 0) and blue (0, 0, 255),
are used as reference colours to define three overall fuzzy sets, 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝐴𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 and 𝐴𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 .
All pixels in the image are characterised by their memberships of each reference colour
set. Then, a threshold value1 is applied to classify the pixel with fuzzy attributes, based
on their membership of each of the three sets. If the colour pixel has a higher
membership of any standard colour set, this pixel is classified to be that standard colour.
Thus, for a threshold value 𝑇, if 𝜇𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑑 > 𝑇, the pixel is classified as having symbolic
colour R (red). For the green and blue reference sets, similar procedures are used for
classification.
In this fuzzification method, each colour pixel is either in or out of each standard
colour set. Then, we combine them together to create a symbolic value for the colour
pixel. There are only eight possible symbolic values: RGB (white), RGI2 (yellow), RIB
(magenta), IGB (cyan), RII (red), IGI (green), IIB (blue) and III (black), to represent
the colours. In these attributes, the letters, R, G and B, mean the colour is in the red,
green and blue fuzzy sets, and I means the colour is not in that corresponding set. For
example, IEEE blue is 0.0524 to red, 0.3270 to green and 0.6354 to blue. After
applying a threshold value of 0.2, IEEE blue is classified to be green and blue but not
red. Therefore, it has the signature colour of IGB (cyan).

Fig. 4.3 An example image for three standard colour fuzzifications

1

For the threshold value on colour clarification, the value determines the level of fuzziness. In this
work, we use 0.2 as the standard threshold value for colour. However, in some other applications and
examples, the threshold value can be verified, based on the degree of fuzziness and the brightness of
the images.
2
‘I’ indicates that the colour does not fit in the corresponding standard colour set. For example, for
RGI, it fits in the red set and the green set, but it does not fit in the blue set.
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Fig. 4.3 shows an image that is used as an example that has been fuzzified and
classified with the region for yellow. The colour of yellow is a mix of red and green.
Therefore, in order to be classified as yellow, the colour of the pixel would need to
classified as the standard colour of red and green but not blue. As shown in Fig. 4.4,
the image is fuzzified based on each of the reference colours (red, green and blue). The
figures on the left show that all the pixels in the image are fuzzified to each standard
colour set, and the indexes of the value based on the colourbar indicate their degrees
of membership of each standard colour set. Then, the threshold value is applied to each
reference colour set, and pixels in the image are classified either to be or not to be the
particular reference colour.

Fig. 4.4 An example of fuzzifying using three standard colour references
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To be classified as yellow, the colour pixel needs to be red and green but not
blue. Therefore, the pixels that are classified as red and green and are not classified as
blue in the previous step are the yellow pixels in this example image. Fig. 4.5 shows
the region that is classified as yellow from the original image. In this example, the
centre area of the yellow ball is too bright, so it appears to be closer to white rather
than yellow. It has blue content, which is above the threshold level. Therefore, only
the edge of the ball is classified as a yellow region. In addition, some reflections in the
image are also classified as yellow, which are also recognisable as yellow by human
eyes.

Fig. 4.5 The yellow region

The following figure (Fig. 4.6) shows more examples of images after they have
been classified based on the reference colour.
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Fig. 4.6 Example images

4.1.2 Fuzzification on position
Positions of visualised or recognised objects are also part of the general
information needed for describing an image. Therefore, relative positions of colour
patterns in the frame can be determined. As introduced in the previous chapter, the
Master Frame (MF) uses a fuzzy coordinate system, in which positions are classified
as RIGHT, MID and LEFT, horizontally, and FAR CLOSE and NEXTTO, vertically.
This is to gain a basic level of representation as to where the colour blocks have been
viewed within the frame. Three different fuzzy membership functions are used in both
the vertical and the horizontal directions to create three different fuzzy sets. For a width
by height frame, the fuzzy sets are:
𝑅𝐼𝐺𝐻𝑇 = {𝜇𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 | 𝜇𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑥) = 𝑒
𝑀𝐼𝐷 = {𝜇𝑀𝑖𝑑 | 𝜇𝑀𝑖𝑑 (𝑥) = 𝑒

−(𝑥−𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ)2
𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 2
2×(
)
5

1 2
−(𝑥−𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ× )
2
𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 2
2×(
)
5
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, 𝑥 ∈ [1, 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ]},

, 𝑥 ∈ [1, 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ]},
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𝐿𝐸𝐹𝑇 = {𝜇𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡 | 𝜇𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡 (𝑥) = 𝑒
𝐹𝐴𝑅 = {𝜇𝐹𝑎𝑟 | 𝜇𝐹𝑎𝑟 (𝑦) = 𝑒

−(𝑥−0)2
𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 2
2×(
)
5

−(𝑦−0)2
ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 2
2×(
)
5

𝐶𝐿𝑂𝑆𝐸 = {𝜇𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 | 𝜇𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 (𝑦) = 𝑒

, 𝑥 ∈ [1, 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ]},

, 𝑦 ∈ [1, ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡]},

1 2
−(𝑦−ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡× )
2
ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 2
2×(
)
5

𝑁𝐸𝑋𝑇𝑇𝑂 = {𝜇𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑇𝑜 | 𝜇𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑇𝑜 (𝑦) = 𝑒

, 𝑦 ∈ [1, ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡]},

−(𝑦−ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡)2
ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 2
2×(
)
5

, 𝑦 ∈ [1, ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡]}.

Fig. 4.7 Example fuzzy membership functions with an image size of 640 by 480

Each horizontal set is paired with a vertical set to form a two-dimensional fuzzy
set. Therefore, there are nine 2D fuzzy sets for the position in the frame. Fig. 4.7 shows
an example of image with a size of 640 by 480.
In order to convert positions into fuzzy symbolic values, the system first
calculates the memberships of all pixels for each of the six position fuzzy sets. Then,
a threshold is applied to classify whether the position of the pixel belongs to the fuzzy
position set. If the membership of the pixel is higher than the threshold value in a
position fuzzy set, the pixel is classified to be the related fuzzy value. The threshold
value to be applied decides the fuzziness of the positions. However, for a threshold
value lower than 0.5, it appears as a crossover region between different classified fuzzy
sets on the same axis, and do any pixels in that region can be classified for both sets.
This design duplicates the behaviour of fuzzy classification in cognition. If an object
is not obviously on a particular side, it may be identified as in both regions. The choice
of the threshold value determines the transparent region in an image. If the threshold
value is greater than the cross point of two Gaussian functions, some parts in the image
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are not included in any of the regions after fuzzification. Conversely, if the threshold
value is too low, some parts of the image may be classified as being in two, or even
three positional sets. An extreme value in either direction is undesirable, as it reduces
the information that is available about the position of some regions of the image.
Through testing, it was established that a threshold of 0.3 provides an effective
classification over the region of the image. It creates fuzzy boundary region
classifications, and, in these regions, the positions can be classified for both sets. Then,
the fuzzy position values are packed with the fuzzy colour value into a fuzzy symbolic
element, such as (NextTo_Middle RGB). For the boundary regions, two elements are
created for each classified fuzzy position.
4.1.3 Fuzzy symbolic elements
After each pixel is fuzzified in terms of both colour and position, it will have an
attribute to represent its colour signature, and another for the fuzzy position, such as
(NextTo_Middle RII) or (Far_Left RGB). There are 72 different element values.
"Far_Left III"

"Far_Left IIB"

"Far_Left IGI"

"Far_Left RII"

"Far_Left IGB"

"Far_Left RIB"

"Far_Left RGI"

"Far_Left RGB"

"Close_Left III"

"Close_Left IIB"

"Close_Left IGI"

"Close_Left RII"

"Close_Left IGB"

"Close_Left RIB"

"Close_Left RGI"

"Close_Left RGB"

"NextTo_Left III"

"NextTo_Left IIB"

"NextTo_Left IGI"

"NextTo_Left RII"

"NextTo_Left IGB"

"NextTo_Left RIB"

"NextTo_Left RGI"

"NextTo_Left RGB"

"Far_Middle III"

"Far_Middle IIB"

"Far_Middle IGI"

"Far_Middle RII"

"Far_Middle IGB"

"Far_Middle RIB"

"Far_Middle RGI"

"Far_Middle RGB"

"Close_Middle III"

"Close_Middle IIB"

"Close_Middle IGI"

"Close_Middle RII"

"Close_Middle IGB"

"Close_Middle RIB"

"Close_Middle RGI"

"Close_Middle RGB"

"NextTo_Middle III"

"NextTo_Middle IIB"

"NextTo_Middle IGI"

"NextTo_Middle RII"

"NextTo_Middle IGB"

"NextTo_Middle RIB"

"NextTo_Middle RGI"

"NextTo_Middle RGB"

"Far_Right III"

"Far_Right IIB"

"Far_Right IGI"

"Far_Right RII"

"Far_Right IGB"

"Far_Right RIB"

"Far_Right RGI"

"Far_Right RGB"

"Close_Right III"

"Close_Right IIB"

"Close_Right IGI"

"Close_Right RII"

"Close_Right IGB"

"Close_Right RIB"

"Close_Right RGI"

"Close_Right RGB"

"NextTo_Right III"

"NextTo_Right IIB"

"NextTo_Right IGI"

"NextTo_Right RII"

"NextTo_Right IGB"

"NextTo_Right RIB"

"NextTo_Right RGI"

"NextTo_Right RGB"

Table 4.1 The 72 possible elements for a fuzzified RGB image

4.1.4 Master Frames
For each RGB image, we convert all the pixels into fuzzy symbolic elements.
Then, all the pixels with the same attributes are counted to represent the frequency of
occurrence of each signature colour in any particular position within the frame. All
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attributes of valid colour blocks are packed into a symbolic element, and each element
has the format (<position> <colour> <count>), such as (NextTo_Mid RII 25000) or
(Far_Left RGB 12000). In an image, there are some unnecessary pixels that only take
a limited part of the frame, and these details are likely to be ignored. Therefore, a
threshold value is applied to filter out any unimportant details, such as small size
objects, and the threshold value is the percentage of the frame. For example, image
one in Fig. 4.6 is converted into the following elements.
"Far_Left III"

41

"Close_Left IGI"

1277

"Far_Left IGI"

138

"Close_Right RII"

438

"Far_Left RGI"

82

"Close_Right RGI"

338

"Far_Left RGB"

14490

"Close_Right III"

138

"Far_Middle RGB"

28014

"Close_Left RGI"

16

"Far_Middle RGI"

35

"NextTo_Left RGB"

14287

"Far_Right RGB"

13707

"NextTo_Left IGI"

376

"Far_Right RGI"

1085

"NextTo_Middle IGI"

520

"Far_Right IGI"

29

"NextTo_Middle RGB"

23747

"Far_Right III"

79

"NextTo_Left III"

46

"Far_Middle RII"

1647

"NextTo_Middle III"

2038

"Close_Left RGB"

24178

"NextTo_Middle RII"

2075

"Close_Middle RGB"

35066

"NextTo_Middle RGI"

1620

"Close_Middle RII"

14641

"NextTo_Right RGB"

11704

"Close_Right RGB"

28886

"NextTo_Right RII"

233

"Close_Middle RGI"

896

"NextTo_Right III"

593

"Far_Middle III"

104

"NextTo_Right RGI"

2455

"Close_Middle III"

7605

"NextTo_Left RII"

31

"Close_Left RII"

678

"NextTo_Left RGI"

110

"Close_Left III"

3353

"NextTo_Right IGI"

15

"Close_Middle IGI"

1392

Table 4.2 Example MF of image in Fig. 4.6

There are 43 distinct position and colour elements that occur in this image, so
this characterization represents a considerable compression of the image. In this
example experiment, a threshold of around 2% of the total frame size was found to be
the level at which recognisable features in an image are able to be discriminated.
Therefore, any colour blocks smaller than two percent of the image are discarded. The
example MF is therefore filtered and becomes:
"Far_Left III"

14565

"NextTo_Left III"

10713

"Far_Middle III"

29403

"NextTo_Middle III"

13333

"Far_Right III"

14751

"NextTo_Middle IGI"

9027

"Close_Left III"

25589

"NextTo_Middle RGI"

4112

"Close_Middle III"

35843

"NextTo_Middle RII"

3209
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"Close_Right III"

14044

"NextTo_Right IGI"

10382

"Close_Middle IGI"

12294

"NextTo_Right III"

4375

"Close_Right IGI"

15185

"Close_Middle RGI"

3624

"Close_Middle RII"

6794

Table 4.3 Example MF with 2% threshold

4.2

COGNITIVE DECISION MAKING
Chapter 3 introduced a case study of a rule-based decision-making structure,

inspired by honey bee behaviour. The agent makes decisions about motions to resolve
position differences compared with the recorded reference frames. To extend that to a
more general term, this section introduces enhancements of that structure to achieve
effective cognitive decision-making based on an overall assessment of the
environment. Therefore, the decisions will take into account all of the significant
signature elements describing the frame. The agent compares signature elements in the
current MF with the elements recorded as the reference, and it pairs up elements with
the same characteristics, colour code and size.
4.2.1 A biological view
Decision-making is the basic process in cognitive behaviours. It chooses an
option based on certain criteria which are developed from experience and knowledge
[222]. According to Solomon’s work [223], the cognitive decision-making processes
start with recognition of a need for action, which is to realise that there is a problem
that needs to be solved. Then, the decision-maker will gather information related to
the identified problem to fulfil the conditions for the comparison of options, which is
the next stage of the processes. The comparisons are on all gained conditions and
trigger possible courses of actions, based on different measurements. Based on these
comparison outcomes, an action or a set of actions will be selected as the decision to
be made. Some decisions made in cognitive processes are not the ultimate solutions.
The problem that has been recognised may be divided into several stages, so a series
of related decisions would be made to solve the bigger problem eventually. For
example, if a kangaroo jumps out onto the road, the driver needs to hit the brake.
However, before hitting the brake, there are several other conditions to be checked,
such as would the car hit the kangaroo or would it be possible to hit the brake?
In cognitive decision-making processes, in the majority of cases, the decisions
are triggered by specific conditions, and the terms of information can be represented
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by symbolic data or linguistic variables [224]. This methodology can be expressed
using the production rules in our Street processing methods, such that the conditions
and actions are symbolic elements. The kangaroo-avoidance example in Street could
be:
st{decisionExample
(kangaroo on road)
(driving)
-->
(hit brake)
}

However, this is not the highest-level decision in this scenario, because
activating braking is one of a series of reflections associated with the decision to slow
down the car. Also, the kangaroo part of the condition is unnecessary information for
making this decision. Therefore, a decision rule capturing a higher conceptual level of
the scenario could be:
st{higherLevelDecisionExample
(obstacle blocking road)
(driving)
-->
(do not crash)
}

In this rule, the condition is detecting an obstacle on the road while driving, and
the ultimate aim is to try to avoid an accident. For this condition, obstacles can be of
various types, such as a kangaroo or a large piece of wood, and the driver’s reaction is
likely to be the same in each case. However, the only situation to make any object to
be a blocking obstacle is when it is in the driving path. Then, a reasoning rule about
making an action is:
st{obstacleExample
(kangaroo on road)
-->
(obstacle blocking road)
}

Additionally, the action from higherLevelDecisionExample could cause humans,
as the cognitive platform dealing with this scenario, to reflect on a number of
alternative sub-decisions, such as steering around the obstacle or slowing down the car.
Each of these reflections may cause different, lower level actions associated with other
conditions. For example:
st{avoidingObstacleExample
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(do not crash)
(driving)
(nothing left side)
(enough space left side)
-->
(turn wheel left)
}

or,
st{slowingDownExample
(do not crash)
(driving)
(obstacle on side)
-->
(hit brake)
}

An agent with these example rules provides an example of a cognitive decisionmaking architecture in Street. In this architecture, the performance of the system could
be enhanced by implementing rules with more details, and these rules can provide
more effective reactions to the general problem. Developing these rules amounts to
passing human knowledge and experience on to the agent.
4.2.2 Decision-making structures
In this system, decisions are made through a structure, with pattern matching
production rules for the agent. Rules provide facts about what motions would be
suggested based on a position difference or which part of the target has matched.

Fig. 4.8 A decision-making structure
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A target frame is converted into an MF, which the agent will try match by
moving so that the current frame matches. At the highest level, the decision is either a
motion request or a recognition that the target has been matched. In lower level rules,
comparisons find elements with matched colour codes and sizes. If they have any
differences, a low-level motion adjustment will be suggested. Otherwise, they will
trigger the suggestions of particular target objects found and matched with at desired
positions. The agent combines all the suggested motions to trigger a decision.
More specifically, the agent will try to match the <horizontal> and <vertical>
positions of all the elements of the target MF. If a target object is indicated by an
attribute “theTargetObject”, which includes the colour code and its size, the agent will
decide to:
1) “targetMatched”, if “theTargetObject” can be matched in the current MF for
the same horizontal and vertical position;
2) “motionSuggestion”, if “theTargetObject” is matched yet the horizontal or
vertical positions do not match, then the newly-created position difference elements
will trigger motion suggestion rules to suggest motions that could resolve the position
differences; and
3) nothing, if “theTargetObject” can not be found in the current MF. The agent
will sort all these elements to determine either the target frame has matched, or a
motion is required.
4.2.3 Numerical size comparisons
There are two approaches for comparison, based on any differences for handling
the object size. A numerical comparison allows rules to compare elements in the target
and current MF with numerical attributes to indicate object sizes. They compare all the
elements and try to find an identically coloured object with a similar size in the MFs.
4.2.3.1 Matching target objects
The rules match the elements in both MFs, which have identical colours and
positions and a similar size. Throughout the experiments, we found that a noticeable
motion can affect about 10% of the size changes of the detected colour block.
Therefore, the most effective similarity margin is within a 10% difference of the size
of each element. This is because:
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st{matchingIdenticalElementSmaller
(Target <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size>)
(Current <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size><(<size>+10%))
-->
(matched <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size>)
}
st{matchingIdenticalElementGreater
(Target <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size>)
(Current <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size>>=(<size>+10%))
-->
(matched <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size>)
}

In this rule, all elements with identical position and colour attributes in both MFs
trigger the creation of elements that indicate a matched targetObject. If their size
differences are within 10% and if all elements in the target MF can find a match, the
agent will make a decision of target found.
4.2.3.2 Finding position differences
The agent’s rules will compare the target and current MFs to find position
differences with identical colours. In this comparison method, the size tolerance is
20%, which is double the tolerance of the matching rules. This margin is found by
experiences, which are able to identify objects with 20% size differences.
st{FindingPositionDifferenceSmaller
(Target <horizontal1> <vertical1> <colour> <size>)
(Current <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size><(<size>+20%))
-(Current <horizontal1> <vertical1> <colour> <size><(<size>+20%))
-(matched <horizontal1> <vertical1> <colour> <size>)
-->
(differences <horizontal> <vertical> <horizontal1> <vertical1> <colour> <size>)
}
st{FindingPositionDifferenceGreater
(Target <horizontal1> <vertical1> <colour> <size>)
(Current <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size>>=(<size>+20%))
-(Current <horizontal1> <vertical1> <colour> <size>>=(<size>+20%))
-(matched <horizontal1> <vertical1> <colour> <size>)
-->
(differences <horizontal> <vertical> <horizontal1> <vertical1> <colour> <size>)
}

4.2.4 Symbolic size comparisons
Another approach to compare position difference is to convert numerical sizes
of colour blocks into symbolic attributes. For example, for anything smaller than 5%
of the frame, the size is classified as “Small”. From 5%-10%, the size attribute is
“Medium”, and any other elements are assigned a “Large” size.
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4.2.4.1 Target allocation
If a matching attribute can be found in the current MF, and the position of it is
identical, the following rule will be triggered:
st{TargetAllocated
(target <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size>)
(current <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size>)
-->
(matched <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size>)
}.

The element (matched <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size>) indicates that
the attribute “theTargetObject” with <colour> <size> at the position of <horizontal>
<vertical> has found its match in the current frame. If all elements in the target MF
can be found, the agent will create a WME indicating that the target has been found,
(_OUTPUT target found).
4.2.4.2 Difference comparisons
While the elements have the same attributes for an object (for example
“theTargetObject”) yet different positions, and while no matched “theTargetObject”
has been found, basic rules perform comparisons between the target MF and the
current MF and trigger motion suggestions to resolve the position difference. They
compare all the elements in MFs and create elements that suggest how to resolve the
position differences such that the current MF changes to match the target MF. The
comparison rules find identical characteristic attributes and create a new element to
indicate the difference.
4.2.4.3 Comparing all the elements
A general rule in the agent:
st{findPositionDifferences
(current <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size>)
-(target <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size>)
(target <horizontal1> <vertical1> <colour> <size>)
-(matched <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size>)
-->
(differences <horizontal> <vertical> <horizontal1> <vertical1> <colour> <size>)
},

is triggered to identify all matching elements in target and current MFs with position
differences. If the current MF is updated, and (current <horizontal> <vertical>
<colour> <size>) does not exist, the rule:
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st{deletePositionDifferences
(differences <horizontal> <vertical> <horizontal1> <vertical1> <colour> <size>)
-(current <horizontal> <vertical> <colour> <size>)
-->
-(differences <horizontal> <vertical> <horizontal1> <vertical1> <colour> <size>)
},

will be triggered to delete the position differences element.
(differences <horizontal> <vertical> <horizontal1> <vertical1> <colour> <size>)
triggers rules to suggest motions, as described below.
4.2.5 Motion suggestions
There are different rules for different motion suggestions, based on the position
differences. The format of these rules is:
st{
(differences <horizontal> <vertical> <horizontal1> <vertical1> <colour> <size>)
-->
(motionSuggestion <sway> <surge> <colour> <size>)
},

where differences in the <horizontal> <vertical> and <horizontal1> <vertical1> will
result in different motion suggestions. The following table lists all the possible motion
suggestions, while the target position is “NextTo_Left”.
differences

motionSuggestion

<targetPosition>

<currentPosition>

<sway>

<surge>

NextTo_Left

NextTo_Mid

Right

-

NextTo_Left

NextTo_Right

Right

-

NextTo_Left

Close_Left

-

Forward

NextTo_Left

Close_Mid

Right

Forward

NextTo_Left

Close_Right

Right

Forward

NextTo_Left

Far_Left

-

Forward

NextTo_Left

Far_Mid

Right

Forward

NextTo_Left

Far_Right

Right

Forward

NextTo_Mid

NextTo_Left

Left

-

NextTo_Mid

NextTo_Right

Right

-

NextTo_Mid

Close_Left

Left

Forward

NextTo_Mid

Close_Mid

-

Forward

NextTo_Mid

Close_Right

Right

Forward

NextTo_Mid

Far_Left

Left

Forward

NextTo_Mid

Far_Mid

-

Forward

NextTo_Mid

Far_Right

Right

Forward

NextTo_Right

NextTo_Left

Left

-

NextTo_Right

NextTo_Mid

Left

-

NextTo_Right

Close_Left

Left

Forward

NextTo_Right

Close_Mid

Left

Forward
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NextTo_Right

Close_Right

-

Forward

NextTo_Right

Far_Left

Left

Forward

NextTo_Right

Far_Mid

Left

Forward

NextTo_Right

Far_Right

-

Forward

Close_Left

NextTo_Mid

Right

Reverse

Close_Left

NextTo_Right

Right

Reverse

Close_Left

NextTo_Left

-

Reverse

Close_Left

Close_Mid

Right

-

Close_Left

Close_Right

Right

-

Close_Left

Far_Left

-

Forward

Close_Left

Far_Mid

Right

Forward

Close_Left

Far_Right

Right

Forward

Close_Mid

NextTo_Left

Left

Reverse

Close_Mid

NextTo_Right

Right

Reverse

Close_Mid

Close_Left

Left

-

Close_Mid

NextTo_Mid

-

Reverse

Close_Mid

Close_Right

Right

-

Close_Mid

Far_Left

Left

Forward

Close_Mid

Far_Mid

-

Forward

Close_Mid

Far_Right

Right

Forward

Close_Right

NextTo_Left

Left

Reverse

Close_Right

NextTo_Mid

Left

Reverse

Close_Right

Close_Left

Left

-

Close_Right

Close_Mid

Left

-

Close_Right

NextTo_Right

-

Reverse

Close_Right

Far_Left

Left

Forward

Close_Right

Far_Mid

Left

Forward

Close_Right

Far_Right

-

Forward

Far_Left

NextTo_Mid

Right

Reverse

Far_Left

NextTo_Right

Right

Reverse

Far_Left

NextTo_Left

-

Reverse

Far_Left

Close_Mid

Right

Reverse

Far_Left

Close_Right

Right

Reverse

Far_Left

Close_Left

-

Reverse

Far_Left

Far_Mid

Right

-

Far_Left

Far_Right

Right

-

Far_Mid

NextTo_Mid

-

Reverse

Far_Mid

NextTo_Right

Right

Reverse

Far_Mid

NextTo_Left

Left

Reverse

Far_Mid

Close_Mid

-

Reverse

Far_Mid

Close_Right

Right

Reverse

Far_Mid

Close_Left

Left

Reverse

Far_Mid

Far_Left

Left

-

Far_Mid

Far_Right

Right

-

Far_Right

NextTo_Mid

Left

Reverse

Far_Right

NextTo_Right

-

Reverse

Far_Right

NextTo_Left

Left

Reverse
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Far_Right

Close_Mid

Left

Reverse

Far_Right

Close_Right

-

Reverse

Far_Right

Close_Left

Left

Reverse

Far_Right

Far_Left

Left

-

Far_Right

Far_Mid

Left

-

Table 4.4 Example motion suggestions

4.2.6 Picking a motion decision
If the target matched decision is not made, the agent will make a motion decision,
based on the motion suggestions. In cognition, the decisions are made in response to
stimuli or conditions. However, multiple and contradictory conditions may exist, so
that each suggestion reflects different decisions. A greater frequency of occurrence of
a particular type of stimulus will lead to a higher chance of triggering that associated
decision. Based on different perspectives, such as multiple viewing angles and
different types of senses, multiple decision can be made, and a higher-level process for
optimal decision choosing will be performed to choose an optimised decision.
However, this work does not consider that option because there is only one source to
make decisions.
In this system, the agent selects one of the suggestions and outputs it as the
decision. With this method, the more elements that have been created for a particular
motion, the more likely the agent will be to take that motion. In our current
implementation, we use a pseudo-random selection of the motion suggestions. In
Street the rule with symbol “~~>” triggers only once, and the selection of the triggering
elements used in the action is chosen pseudo-randomly:
st{
(motionSuggestion <sway> <surge> theTargetObject)
~~>
(_OUTPUT decision <sway> <surge>)
}

The greater the number of elements for the same suggestion, the more likely they
are to trigger an action. However, if the wrong decision is triggered, the motion chosen
may make the situation worse. However, once the move is made and a new field of
view appears, the next stage of image comparisons is likely to result in an improved
decision being made in the future.
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4.3

EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate this approach, an experiment was constructed in which the system

is given an image as the target and converted it into MF. Then, a new image is inputted,
and the agent makes decisions to resolve any position differences while recording the
new image. The purpose of this experiment was to demonstrate that our image
fuzzification method and decision-making structure could lead to appropriate
movements based on the comparison of two images.
4.3.1 Comparing still images
This experiment was constructed to determine whether the rule-based agent
could make motion suggestions and pick the right decision in each comparison. A
photo with signature objects was taken and used as a target frame. Then, the camera
was moved in a short linear direction and another image taken as a comparison frame.
The pre-processing converted both images into MFs and loaded them into the WM for
the agent to make the necessary decisions. The expectation was that the agent would
make a decision which was the reverse of the camera movement.
4.3.1.1 Numerical comparisons

Fig. 4.9 Example current and target images

Fig. 4.9 shows an example experiment using the current and target images. The
system converted both of them into MFs and then compared them with trigger actions.
Both image sets were converted into fuzzy elements, as follows.
Target
"Far_Left" "RGB"
"Far_Left" "RGI"
"Far_Middle" "RGB"
"Far_Middle" "RGI"
"Far_Right" "RGI"

84

612
2441
3001
7181
4565

Current
"Far_Left" "RGB"
"Far_Left" "RGI"
"Far_Middle" "RGI"
"Far_Middle" "RGB"
"Far_Right" "RGB"

533
1805
6877
3137
1029
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"Far_Right" "RGB"
"Far_Left" "IGI"
"Far_Middle" "IGI"
"Close_Left" "RGI"
"Close_Left" "IGI"
"Close_Middle" "IGI"
"Close_Middle" "RGI"
"Close_Left" "RGB"
"Close_Middle" "RGB"
"Close_Right" "RGB"
"Close_Right" "RGI"
"Close_Right" "RII"
"Close_Middle" "RII"
"Close_Middle" "III"
"NextTo_Left" "IGI"
"NextTo_Middle" "IGI"
"NextTo_Middle" "RGI"
"NextTo_Middle" "RII"
"NextTo_Middle" "RGB"
"NextTo_Right" "RGI"
"NextTo_Right" "RII"
"NextTo_Right" "RGB"
"NextTo_Left" "RGI"
"NextTo_Left" "RGB"
"NextTo_Left" "IGB"

985
2423
844
412
10597
4789
12849
17
1684
689
10251
235
2664
215
2220
719
9694
172
590
4673
2
950
3263
63
4

"Far_Right" "RGI"
"Far_Left" "IGI"
"Far_Middle" "IGI"
"Close_Left" "IGI"
"Close_Middle" "IGI"
"Close_Left" "RGI"
"Close_Middle" "RGI"
"Close_Left" "RGB"
"Close_Middle" "RGB"
"Close_Right" "RGB"
"Close_Right" "RGI"
"Close_Middle" "RII"
"Close_Middle" "III"
"Close_Right" "RII"
"NextTo_Left" "IGI"
"NextTo_Middle" "IGI"
"NextTo_Middle" "RGI"
"NextTo_Middle" "RII"
"NextTo_Right" "RGI"
"NextTo_Middle" "RGB"
"NextTo_Right" "RGB"
"NextTo_Left" "RGI"
"NextTo_Left" "RGB"
"NextTo_Left" "IGB"

4521
3138
1012
10847
4986
171
12305
8
1600
631
10283
3091
219
261
3050
904
9348
356
4787
567
838
2395
99
6

Table 4.5 An example comparison between target and current MFs

Then, both image sets were filtered to remove elements where the size was
smaller than 2% of the image. The target and current MFs became:
Target MF
"Far_Left" "RGI"
"Far_Middle" "RGB"
"Far_Middle" "RGI"
"Far_Right" "RGI"
"Far_Left" "IGI"
"Close_Left" "IGI"
"Close_Middle" "IGI"
"Close_Middle" "RGI"
"Close_Middle" "RGB"
"Close_Right" "RGI"
"Close_Middle" "RII"
"NextTo_Left" "IGI"
"NextTo_Middle" "RGI"
"NextTo_Right" "RGI"
"NextTo_Left" "RGI"

2441
3001
7181
4565
2423
10597
4789
12849
1684
10251
2664
2220
9694
4673
3263
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Current MF
"Far_Left" "RGI"
"Far_Middle" "RGI"
"Far_Middle" "RGB"
"Far_Right" "RGI"
"Far_Left" "IGI"
"Close_Left" "IGI"
"Close_Middle" "IGI"
"Close_Middle" "RGI"
"Close_Middle" "RGB"
"Close_Right" "RGI"
"Close_Middle" "RII"
"NextTo_Left" "IGI"
"NextTo_Middle" "RGI"
"NextTo_Right" "RGI"
"NextTo_Left" "RGI"

1805
6877
3137
4521
3138
10847
4986
12305
1600
10283
3091
3050
9348
4787
2395
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Table 4.6 An example comparison with matched elements. The cells filled with the same colour are
matching elements.

In the matching comparison, there were ten elements triggering matching in
target image, and two elements that trigger motion suggestions.
Target MF
"Far_Left" "RGI" “2441”
"Far_Left" "IGI" "2423"

Current MF
"NextTo_Left" "RGI" “2395”
"NextTo_Left" "IGI" “3050”

Motion suggestions
“none” “Reverse”
“none” “Reverse”

Table 4.7 An example comparison with motion suggestions

(Target Far_Left RGI 2441) and (Current NextTo_Left RGI 2395) fire the rule
and create (differences NextTo Left Far Left RGI 2441) to indicate position differences,
and this leads to suggest a motion of (motionSuggestion none Reverse RGI 2441). The
other set of elements also suggests the motion of “Reverse”, (motionSuggestion none
Reverse RGI 2423). The agent picks one from these two motion suggestions as the
decision, which will be (_OUTPUT decision none Reverse).
4.3.1.2 Symbolic comparisons
For the symbolic comparison method, all numerical sizes were converted into
symbolic attributes. The Small size elements take five percent of the captured frame,
the Medium elements take ten percent, and any element size over ten percent of the
total frame will be a Large element. The example frame is converted into the following
elements:
Target MF
"Far_Left" "RGI"
"Far_Middle" "RGB"
"Far_Middle" "RGI"
"Far_Right" "RGI"
"Far_Left" "IGI"
"Close_Left" "IGI"
"Close_Middle" "IGI"
"Close_Middle" "RGI"
"Close_Middle" "RGB"
"Close_Right" "RGI"
"Close_Middle" "RII"
"NextTo_Left" "IGI"
"NextTo_Middle" "RGI"
"NextTo_Right" "RGI"
"NextTo_Left" "RGI"

"Small"
"Small"
"Medium"
"Medium"
"Small"
"Large"
"Medium"
"Large"
"Small"
"Large"
"Small"
"Small"
"Large"
"Medium"
"Small"

Current MF
"Far_Left" "RGI"
"Far_Middle" "RGI"
"Far_Middle" "RGB"
"Far_Right" "RGI"
"Far_Left" "IGI"
"Close_Left" "IGI"
"Close_Middle" "IGI"
"Close_Middle" "RGI"
"Close_Middle" "RGB"
"Close_Right" "RGI"
"Close_Middle" "RII"
"NextTo_Left" "IGI"
"NextTo_Middle" "RGI"
"NextTo_Right" "RGI"
"NextTo_Left" "RGI"

"Small"
"Medium"
"Small"
"Medium"
"Small"
"Large"
"Medium"
"Large"
"Small"
"Large"
"Small"
"Small"
"Large"
"Medium"
"Small"

Table 4.8 An example comparison of MFs with symbolic sizes
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Based on the target object matching rules, all 15 elements in the target MF have
been matched in the current MF. The decision of target found is made.
4.3.1.3 Results on comparing still images
The agent was tested with more than 20 sets of targets and comparison frames,
and the agent then made decisions using the processes discussed in the previous
section. Such as:
Target

Current

Decision

Left

Left

Forward

Forward
Right

Reverse
Right

Reverse

Left

Table 4.9 Examples of comparison with motion decisions

The results show that, for most of the sample images, the agent does make the
right decision. Particularly if there is no new object or colour block that appears in the
frame. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the agent can make correct cognitive
decision based on comparisons between still images.
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From this result, the agent made motion suggestions based on comparisons
between the target MF and the current MF and by picking one of the options. However,
not all of the motion suggestions were correct, and there is a chance that the agent
could pick the wrong decision. Therefore, the agent was also tested with a video and
evaluated to check if the agent could make a correct sequence of decisions overall.
4.3.2 Comparing video frames
We wanted to test whether the agent could become aware of any significant
changes in the frame and make an appropriate series of decisions based on a series of
target frames. Therefore, simulating foraging, videos were recorded with signature
objects in the frame as the camera was moved on a pre-set path. Each frame of the
video was fuzzified and stored in successive MFs with more than ten per cent
differences in position as targets. Thus, the system recorded a series of frames, each of
which represented a reference position with significant differences from the previous
one. Then, in the homing stage, the video was input to the system in reverse, and the
agent made motion decisions based on the comparison between the current frame and
each reference frame. The motion decisions generated a required path for retracing the
platform’s movements, and we compared them with the path of approach, to evaluate
whether these decisions would lead the system to use the same or a similar path.
4.3.2.1 Video testing
Based on comparisons between two still images (introduced in section 4.3.1),
the decision-making processes are used in video tests, where each current frame and
each target frame are compared. When the system is in the homing stage, the agent
takes each frame of the reverse-played video and converts it into a current MF. Then,
this current MF is compared with the last recorded target frame recorded during
homing. Based on the decision-making processes, a motion decision is made. For
example:
Target

Current

Decision

Reverse
Right

Table 4.10 A caption of the video testing example
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In this example, the signature object (a set of symbolic elements in the MF) was
on the left side of the target frame, and its size was relevantly smaller. Therefore,
compared with the current frame from the homing video, the decision of Reverse Right
is made. Then, the next current frame is converted to MF, and it is compared to make
a decision. This comparison repeats until a target frame is matched, and then the next
recorded target frame will be converted into an MF and used as the target MF for
comparison. This process is repeated until the end of the homing video. As the
comparisons go through each frame of the homing video, all decisions are recorded as
a path. The path recorded for this example is:

Fig. 4.10 Example path recorded from video testing

In this example (Fig. 4.10), the black dash lines with arrows indicate the desired
homing path of the agent, which is the reverse of the path of approach. In this case, the
rover is expected to reverse (move down the page) then shift right and then forward to
about the same level as it was in the beginning. In general, the path recorded by the
decision is generally similar to the desired path. However, the expected straight reverse
and forward motion is merged with some right shift motions. This is because, when
the camera was approaching or departing from signature objects, the viewing size of
the signature object in the frame is changed. Therefore, these objects’ left or right sides
could be changed to trigger motion decisions. Furthermore, because the desired path
is generally shift right, the changes to the right are included into decisions.
Some more results of video testing are recorded in Fig. 4.11. From these results,
it is clear that the agent did not always make the best decisions each time. Nevertheless,
these decisions led the system to return approximately to the starting point using
approximately the same path as it did when approaching.
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Fig. 4.11 Video path tracking

4.3.3 Real-time decision making
To have more flexibility in the range of motions, a webcam was used and the
platform was moved manually,1 responding to motion decisions. It was trying to show
that the overall decision-making process was effective, even if each individual motion
decision was not correct, and the system would, ultimately, be guided to the right
position. Therefore, a target frame was inputted, and a live web camera moved, based
on the agent’s decisions, to return to the position from which the first target frame was
taken.
4.3.3.1 Live camera testing
Previous experiments found that the agent’s decisions were not always correct.
Therefore, a real-time camera was used, and the agent compared the real-time input
image with a target frame which was taken from a slightly different position.

1

At this stage of the research, a fully autonomous motion to provide the required motions, had not yet
been developed. Therefore, the platform was driven manually in order to achieve the motion
directions needed for the decisions.
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Whenever the decisions were made by the agent, the camera was moved, based on the
decision.
There were 20 different scenarios, and each experimental set was tested more
than five times. In 90% of these experiments, the agent made progressive decisions to
guide the camera to resolve any position differences and, eventually, reach the position
where each target image was taken.
We found that the agent made incorrect decisions in instances in which it
identified background elements as reference objects. This represents an area requiring
further refinement of our image representation and decision-making model. The results
show that the agent can make correct decisions overall and find the target position.
4.4

CONCLUSION
We provide a new approach to fuzzifying images and describing general

signature information symbolically. We have also developed a cognitive rule-based
agent which can make decisions to resolve position differences, based on overall
general descriptions of images. The results show that this new method can lead our
rule-based agent to make reasonable decisions in general, which will guide the system
to use an overall correct path when approaching targets. It proves that, in a limited
number of tests, the agent with the new approach makes cognitive decisions and
replicates the behaviour of cognitive creatures in making rational, generally correct
decisions with a limited understanding of the image content. However, potential
improvements are that it takes a large amount of time to analyse the problem manually
and code up the agent.
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Chapter 5: Rules Mining for Cognitive
Agents
This research contributes to knowledge by introducing a new approach to
developing cognitive agents for Artificial General Intelligence (AGI). In previous
chapters, we have described how rules are developed based on the analysis of the
desired behaviours. However, this approach cannot be used for developing effective
rules for general agents, because coding rules for agents requires a large amount of
manual work. Association Rules Mining (ARM) is an unsupervised Machine Learning
(ML) method that can be used for discovering specific rules by determining
relationships between elements in a data set and determining rules that connect them.
In this chapter, a modified ARM method is introduced, and it is used to discover
rules based on a training data set. An example is introduced to demonstrate the
feasibility of using ARM to develop trainable agents in any customised scenario in the
form of an agent-guided vehicle to achieve autonomous parking in customised
scenarios. The rules are created using the ARM-based method from training data
gained during manual training in customised parking scenarios. In this system, as
described in the preceding chapters, data are represented in terms of fuzzy symbolic
elements. The system and approach have been tested in a virtual environment to
demonstrate the effectiveness of this new approach.
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5.1

ASSOCIATION RULES MINING
First introduced by Agrawal et al. in 1993, ARM (also known as Association

Rules Learning [9]) is an unsupervised machine learning method for determining rules
connecting data elements by calculating the probability of associations between
elements in a data set. These associations are then expressed through rules, not unlike
those used in our rule-based cognitive agents. For example [225], Zheng et al. used
ARM to analyse features and health conditions of people with diabetes, and then
generated rules that predict whether patients will have diabetes, such as “IF someone’s
2-h serum insulin level is over a threshold value AND her/his age is between 33 to 67,
THEN the testing subject will have diabetes.”
In the original ARM method [225, 226], associations between subsets of a total
set are analysed, based on a database which includes the records of training data sets.
The total set includes all distinctive elements, and the training data set records
occurrences of elements encountered in all training runs. For each association rule, an
antecedent subset can potentially trigger a consequent subset. Both antecedent and
consequent subsets contain some elements of the total set, without any repeated
elements. By analysing the antecedent and consequent subsets in the database, the
support and confidence of potential association rules can be determined. The support
is the percentage of the total number of training sets with all elements of a subset in
the database, and the confidence is the percentage of the total number of training sets
with all elements of a subset in the database with all elements of the antecedent subset.
ARM can be used to generate rules automatically, and it suits the need to find
effective production rules to create cognitive agents in the Street Language, based on
data sets gathered through training. It can discover relationships between elements
captured during training and then select effective rules to develop the Street agents.
ARM is modified to suit the need to find effective production rules.
The modified formulation of the ARM method for use in granting Street rules is
as follows:
Let 𝐷 be an ordered set of N elements, {𝐸1 , 𝐸2 , … , 𝐸𝑁 }, such that each element
𝐸𝑗 is a set of M symbolic attributes and successive elements in S are distinct 𝐸𝑗 ≠
𝐸𝑗+1 , 𝑗 = 1 ⋯ 𝑛 − 1. In the context of a Street agent, the elements are observations
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about the environment, recorded in working memory elements, and 𝐷 is the set of all
such observations captured during multiple training runs.
If 𝐸𝑗 and 𝐸𝑗+1 are successive elements of 𝐷, then an association exists between
these elements 𝐸𝑗 −→ 𝐸𝑗+1 . 𝐸𝑗 is called the antecedent element and 𝐸𝑗+1 the
consequent element in the association. The support of element 𝑋 in set 𝐷 is the
proportion of occurrences of 𝑋 in 𝐷:
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝐷 (𝑋) =

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝐷 (𝑋)
𝑁

,

in which, 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝐷 (𝑋) is the total number of identical elements 𝑋 contained in 𝐷 and
𝑁 is the number of elements in 𝐷.
If 𝑋 and 𝑌 are two sets in 𝐷, such that there is an association 𝑋−→ 𝑌 in 𝐷, then
the confidence of the association 𝑋−→ 𝑌 in 𝐷 is the number of identical occurrences
of the association in D, 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝐷 (𝑋−→ 𝑌) as a proportion of the total number of
occurrences of 𝑋 in 𝐷:
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝐷 (𝑋−→ 𝑌) =

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝐷 (𝑋−→𝑌)
.
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝐷 (𝑋)

Given a set 𝐷 of working memory elements generated from a training run, a rule
for the Street agent corresponding to each association 𝑋−→ 𝑌 is created if
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝐷 (𝑋−→ 𝑌) is higher than a threshold value, which is determined by
experimentation. The rule implements a decision to move to the condition represented
by 𝑌 whenever it encounters 𝑋.
An example rule determined by ARM is:
st{example7Training10Rule1
(previous NextTo Far Far Close NextTo NextTo NextTo Far LeftTurn)
→
(next NextTo Far Far Far Far NextTo NextTo Far Forward)
}

In the example rule, the element 𝑋 is (NextTo Far Far NextTo Close Far Far
NextTo RightTurn), and the 𝑌 is (NextTo Far Far Far Far NextTo NextTo Far
Forward). An association 𝑋−→ 𝑌 indicates that if the previous situation is (NextTo
Far Far NextTo Close Far Far NextTo RightTurn), then the successive situation
should be (NextTo Far Far Far Far NextTo NextTo Far Forward). Then, the
confidence of this association rule can be calculated by the total number of 𝑋
triggering 𝑌 in the training, divided by the total number of 𝑋 in the entire training set:
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Another example rule is:
st{example7Training10Rule2
(previous NextTo Far Far NextTo Close Far Far NextTo RightTurn)
→
(next Far Far Far NextTo Far Far Far NextTo Forward)
},

The confidence of this rule can also be calculated by the same procedures.
The agent generated in this way has the ability to recognise situations that it has
encountered during the training runs and to use a movement that occurred frequently
during training. Some rules are calculated with confidences of zero or very small
values. This means that those rules are unlikely to be triggered. Therefore, not all
analysed rules are effective to be implemented into the agent. There are two different
methods to select rules for the agent. a) The motions of rules are different in 𝑋 and 𝑌,
and the confidence is greater than zero. b) The confidence in the rules is higher than a
given threshold.
5.2

AUTONOMOUS PARKING
Autonomous parking systems have been studied for decades, and some advanced

algorithms have been successfully applied to production vehicles as semi- or nonhuman interactive autonomous parking functions [227]. Cars are autonomously driven
by agents, and they are performed based on analysing the car’s kinetic in desired
scenarios. They detect the environment using distance sensors and cameras and
determine the parking scenario and the needed motions. After the parking scenario is
confirmed by the user, the autonomous agent drives the car to park with pre-coded
programs. These functions can assist drivers in many fixed or pre-defined parking
scenarios, such as parallel [228] and right-angle [229] parking, and the number of
available parking scenarios is fixed on the delivery to customers. However, parking
situations in real life are manifold, and users may need assistance in their unique
parking scenarios. Therefore, there remains a need for the development of an advanced
autonomous parking system that functions in a general environment situation, which
assists users in their customised parking scenarios. The generalised parking problem
in any case represents a case study of appropriate complexity to drive the development
and evaluation of automated rule creation based on training.
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Therefore, we propose a system that has two phases. The training phase lets the
user drive the vehicle manually, while the system collects training data about the
environmental changes. Then, an autonomous agent is built by analysing the training
data, and this agent can drive the vehicle autonomously along the same path.
Typically, current systems use mathematical algorithms to analyse surrounding
data and provide numerical control values to actuators [230]. Unlike machines,
humans are not able to process large amounts of numerical data from multiple sensors
simultaneously while driving, yet human drivers are still able to drive manually and
park vehicles in complex environments successfully. A conjecture is that this is
because humans do not care about insignificant details and only trigger actions based
on significant changes. Therefore, in this work, the hypothesis is that an intelligent
parking agent will be able to make decisions successfully, based in a cognitive
approach based on high-level and imprecise representations of the environment.
5.3

SYSTEM DESIGN

5.3.1 System structure
To evaluate the effectiveness of the modified ARM method, we simulated an
autonomous mechanical rover platform in a virtual environment. The rover was
equipped with distance sensors and motors to drive its two wheels. Conventional
microprocessors interfaced to the sensors and motors, and to a processor that is running
a Street language simulator. The experimental autonomous parking agent runs on this
Street simulator. The simulated rover is like the physical rover that we have
constructed for testing Street-based agents on simpler tasks.
In the experiments, training is conducted by driving the rover platform manually
in a virtual environment for several training trails in customised parking scenarios,
while collecting sequences of data from the sensors. IF-THEN rules are generated
using the training data generated. By analysing the confidence level of these rules in a
method based on ARM, agents are built, which would ideally autonomously drive the
platform to follow the same path as during training and reach the desired destination
(the parked position). The analysis of the training data was performed in MATLAB,
and we have tested the success of the generated agents in reaching the parked
destination in the virtual simulation environment.
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Fig. 5.1 System architecture

The system architecture is shown in more detail in Fig. 5.1. A platform with
sensors detects information from the surrounding environment, and these numerical
data are converted into symbolic representations via a data fuzzification module, in a
similar method to that described in earlier chapters. During training, all WMEs
generated from observations of the environment are recorded for subsequent input into
the modified ARM algorithm1, to calculate confidence levels and select effective rules
to form an agent. The trainings must be repeated along the same path, and all training
data, in terms of WMEs, are collected and stored in a training data set. Then, all WMEs
in the training set are analysed in MATLAB, based our modified ARM, to generate
production rules for the autonomous parking agent. During the autonomous parking
stage, the rover is driven by the agent, which makes decisions based on real-time inputs
of environmental observation WMEs.
5.3.2 Virtual environment
In this system, a two-wheel rover platform is used in a virtual simulation
environment, with sensors and a camera attached to the platform (Fig. 5.2). To

1

The Association Rules Mining module records WMEs during the training stage and analyses the
recorded set after training. The analysed production rules are used at the autonomous parking stage.
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demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach, a 3D model of a Pioneer_p3dx rover is
used in a virtual environment called V-REP and tested in an environment with virtual
objects and walls. There are two different sensor configurations.

Fig. 5.2 Two-wheel rover platform in V-REP

5.3.2.1 Sensor configuration one
In this configuration, there are eight distance sensors attached around the rover,
as indicated in Fig. 5.3. Two pairs are in the front and the back, and one sensor detects
each corner. With this configuration, the rover is able to detect two semicircles in the
front and back of the rover, and it can detect surrounding obstacles to avoid running
into them. Note, however, that the simulated beam width of the sensors is narrow,
creating blind spots in the angles between the beams.

Fig. 5.3 Rover configuration one
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1

5.3.2.2 Sensor configuration two
For the second sensor configuration, the distance sensor layout has been
changed, and a colour detection camera is attached at the front of the rover (Fig. 5.4).
As for configuration one, there are two pairs of sensors attached to the front and the
back, and two sensors are attached to the two front corners. Two other sensors are
perpendicular to the chassis, behind the wheel on each side. These two sensors are able
to detect when the rover’s wheels have passed the obstacle on the side, which suits the
turning kinetics of two-wheel rovers. A single camera is positioned at the front and,
for the purposes of testing, it only detects the colour red in each frame.

Fig. 5.4 Rover configuration two

5.3.3 Data modelling
In human cognition [60], all information about the environment is represented
in terms of non-numerical symbols, and humans make decisions based on these
symbolic data. Human drivers make motion decisions based on the changes in the
surrounding environment and they only focus on those features of the environment
that are either visualised by observation or detected by sensors on the vehicle. For
example, to park on the driveway, the driver could make an action such as turning the
wheel right after the car has bypassed a mailbox, then stop the car if it is too close to a

1

In the diagram, the yellow blocks indicate the detection range of the distance sensors, and blue block
indicates the viewing range of the camera. The arrows are the axis of the 3D model of sensors, which
are not related to these experiments.
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wall in front of it. In this example, the mailbox and the front wall are extracted features
of the environment, and the driver uses them as refeneres for driving. These actions
can be expressed in terms of Street rules:
st{humanDriverMailbox
(Previous Mailbox bypassing Forward)
-->
(Next Mailbox bypassed RightTurn)
},
st{humanDriverFrontWall
(Previous FrontWall Close Forward)
-->
(Next FrontWall TooClose Stop)
},

However, “bypassed” and “too close” are not exact measurements. They
represent the driver’s imprecise understanding of the position of the vehicle. Therefore,
to duplicate the parking capability as per cognition, data need to be converted into
fuzzy symbolic representations, as described in the previous chapters.
In the experiment, eight sensors are used to measure distances to obstacles and
to detect surrounding reference points. All exact numerical readings of distances from
the sensors are converted into symbolic attributes. Simpler than the fuzzification
method introduced in section 4.1.2, we convert numerical distances to detected
obstacles based on segment functions1, and the symbolic distances are indicated by
NextTo, Close or Far distances.
𝑁𝐸𝑋𝑇𝑇𝑂 = {𝜇𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑇𝑜 | 𝜇𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑇𝑜 (𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) = {
𝐶𝐿𝑂𝑆𝐸 = {𝜇𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 | 𝜇𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 (𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) = {
𝐹𝐴𝑅

= {𝜇𝐹𝑎𝑟 | 𝜇𝐹𝑎𝑟 (𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) = {

1, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 < 0.28
}
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

1, 0.28 ≤ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 < 0.58
}
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

1, 0.58 ≤ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
}
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

Fig. 5.5 Fuzzy distance scales

1

More advanced membership functions, such as Gaussians functions, can be used for more effective
fuzzifications.
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Each distance has a membership of one to be classified as the symbolic attribute,
and zeros are not classified as the other two. The numerical distance is converted to
the associated symbolic attribute. For example, a distance of 0.31 is converted to Close,
and 0.9 is Far distance. This method is also be illustrated in Fig. 5.5. The range of
these ranges stem from the dimensions of the rover. 0.28 is the front turning radius,
and 0.58 is the length of the rover.
Like configuration one, for configuration two, eight distance sensors are used to
detect information from the environment, particularly detecting surrounding obstacles.
However, a colour detection camera is also attached to the front of the rover, and it
detects the landmarks in front that have a designated colour: red in this experiment.
This camera provides additional information about characteristics of the environment.
The front camera takes images in real-time and processes them to determine the
percentages of the colour red in these images. Simpler than the image fuzzification
method introduced in section 4.1.1, only the percentages of the red colour in the
detected image are converted into symbolic attributes, and their size is described in
fuzzy terms. For example, in the scenario in Fig. 5.2 the camera views a large portion
of red, and the camera detected information is converted into LargeRed. Then, all this
detected fuzzy information is packed as a set of attributes into a WME, together with
another attribute, which indicates the current direction of motion. This WME describes
characteristic information around the rover at a set position on the path. Each of these
WMEs will start with a unique reference ID, _IDn, which indicates the order in which
the WMEs have been captured. A new WME is created every time there is a change
in the value of the symbolic attributes. For example:
(_ID1 Far Close Close Far Far Far Far Close LargeRed Forward)
(_ID2 Far Close Close Far Far Far Far NextTo LargeRed Forward)
(_ID3 Close Close Close Far Far Far Far NextTo LargeRed Forward)
(_ID4 Close NextTo NextTo Far Far Far Far Far LargeRed Forward)
(_ID5 Close NextTo NextTo Far Far Far Far Far LargeRed LeftTurn)

In this trip, the rover is driven forwards towards a red wall until it reaches a very
close distance to the wall and the left rear sensor, sensor 8, passes the obstacle on the
left. Then, it turns left. The distance sensor readings and front camera detection are all
fuzzified into symbolic attributes and are packed into a WME. Each new WME is
recorded with a unique _ID, which is triggered by any change in the attributes.
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5.3.4 Rule-based autonomous agents
All recorded WMEs from several training runs were analysed using ARM, as
described in section 5.1. In this work, ARM determines associations between previous
and successive situations. Therefore, the rules of the autonomous agent can use a
previous situation as the condition to trigger the action of desiring the associated
successive situation. Then, if this desired situation appears, the agent will output a
motion decision associated with the situation that was desired during training. The
agent also needs to update the current situation based on the real-time WME input
about the environment. If an inputted element is different from the previous one, a new
WME will be recorded.
More specifically, the basic rule uses a previous situation WME as the condition
WME to trigger an expected next situation WME. For example:
st{example8Training20Rule1
(previous Far Far Far Close Far Far NextTo Far SmallRed LeftTurn)
-->
(next NextTo Far Far Far Far Far Far Far SmallRed Forward)
}.

This rule means that if a previous situation is (previous Far Far Far Close Far Far
NextTo Far SmallRed LeftTurn), then the desired next situation is (next NextTo Far
Far Far Far Far Far Far SmallRed Forward). The corresponding motion action will
be output whenever a desired WME of the next situation appears:
st{motionRule
(next <distA> <distB> <distC> <distD> <distE> <distF> <distG> <distH> <colour>
<motion2>)
(currentSituation <distA> <distB> <distC> <distD> <distE> <distF> <distG> <distH>
<colour>)
-->
(_OUTPUT motion <motion2>)
}.

(currentSituation …) is the WME describing the current situation, and it is
updated by an _INPUT WME. In the event that an input WME is detected with any
attributes different from (currentSituation …), currentSituation will become previous,
and the new input WME will become the currentSituation WME. The rule is:
st{updateSituation
(currentSituation <distA> <distB> <distC> <distD> <distE> <distF> <distG> <distH>
<colour>)
-(_INPUT <distA> <distB> <distC> <distD> <distE> <distF> <distG> <distH> <colour>)
(_INPUT <dist1> <dist2> <dist3> <dist4> <dist5> <dist6> <dist7> <dist8> <colourN>)
-->
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(previous <distA> <distB> <distC> <distD> <distE> <distF> <distG> <distH> <colour>)
-(currentSituation <distA> <distB> <distC> <distD> <distE> <distF> <distG> <distH>
<colour>)
(currentSituation <dist1> <dist2> <dist3> <dist4> <dist5> <dist6> <dist7> <dist8> <colourN>)
}.

An example scenario is illustrated in Fig. 5.6.

Fig. 5.6 Example scenario of the autonomous agent

In this example scenario, the WM starts with three WMEs. (Autonomous Parking)
indicates that, currently, the rover is being driven autonomously by the agent.
(previous Far Far Far Close Far Far NextTo Far SmallRed LeftTurn) is the previous
situation WME, and (currentSituation NextTo NextTo NextTo Far Far Far Far Far
SmallRed) is the currentSituation WME. As the condition of the example rule
introduced above, example8Training20Rule1, is matched in Working Memory (WM),
the action of expecting (next NextTo Far Far Far Far Far Far Far SmallRed Forward)
is triggered. Then, a new input of (_INPUT NextTo Far Far Far Far Far Far Far
SmallRed) is inputted to currentSituation. Therefore, the updateSituation rule will be
triggered. The currentSituation becomes the previous situation, the currentSituation is
updated to (currentSituation NextTo Far Far Far Far Far Far Far SmallRed). At this
moment, the attributes in the currentSituation that indicate the environment situation
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match with the desired next situation. The motionRule will be triggered, and the motion
in the next WME will be outputted by (_OUTPUT motion Forward).
All the different combinations of previous-to-next rules are analysed based on
training recorded data using ARM, as explained in section 5.1, in which the confidence
of each possible 𝑋−→ 𝑌 rule to be triggered are calculated. However, not all of the
rules will be selected to construct the agent. There are two approaches for selecting
agents.
5.3.4.1 Rule selection based on motion changes
As briefly introduced in section 5.1, there are two rule selection methods for
developing the agent. While the general motion changes are predefined and fixed, rules
with the highest confidence for each motion change will be selected to construct the
agent. If we consider the example path in Fig. 5.7, in general, the rover starts by driving
forward. Then, it changes to rotate right and, after it rotates through 90 degrees, it
changes to forward motion again. Then, after continuing forward for a while, it rotates
left and changes back to forward motion again. Finally, it stops at the destination. In
this example, there are five general motion changes during training: Forward →
RightTurn, RightTurn → Forward, Forward → LeftTurn, LeftTurn → Forward and
Forward → Stop.

Fig. 5.7 Example path with predefined and fixed motion changes

Among all the recorded WMEs in training, only those WMEs with different
motions of their successive WMEs are analysed as possible 𝑋−→ 𝑌 rules. Therefore,
the analysis time of the ARM method is reduced significantly. Only one rule with the
highest confidence level for each set of motion changes is selected to form the agent.
For the example in Fig. 5.7 only five rules will be selected.
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5.3.4.2 Rule selection based on thresholds
The previous rule selection approach requires pre-defined motions that can only
be used for limited situations and short paths. When the path gets longer, the motion
changes will be repeated. Therefore, there is another rule selection method, which is
to analyse all possible rules based on the entire set of recorded WMEs and apply a
threshold value to the confidences of all analysed rules to select effective ones. All
rules with confidences higher than the threshold value are selected to form the agent.
5.4

EXPERIMENTS
Both configurations were tested with multiple environmental set-ups. In each of

these set-ups, training WME sets were recorded during training runs, and each of these
sets was used to produce an agent using ARM and the rule selection methods. During
evaluation, the autonomous agent drives the rover in the same environment as the
training runs, with the objective of approaching the desired final position in the same
way as in the training runs.
To evaluate the effect on the overall performance of the number of training runs,
training trials with 10, 15, 20 and 25 training runs were conducted in each environment
set-up. In several simple environment set-ups, both of the rule selections methods
described in Section 5.3.4 were used to form different agents. For selections based on
threshold, an agent was formed by rule sets constructed with each of the thresholds of
0, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5. Success rates were analysed based on the number of
autonomous parking runs that successfully reached the destination through the training
trial.
5.4.1 Training stage
During the training stage, the rover is driven manually through the training path.
A sequence of WMEs was recorded to represent reference positions along the path. By
repeatedly driving on the same path, a large set of WMEs were recorded to provide the
ARM algorithm with the required training set.
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Fig. 5.8 Example training scenario

Fig. 5.8 shows an example training path. The rover starts with a forward motion
towards a red wall and turns left after bypassing the obstacles on the left. Next, it turns
left before it reaches the wall in front and drives forward to reach the parking spot.
Then, it turns right and drives forward to the end of the path. Finally, all of the WMEs
captured during the training are linked to create associations between previous and
subsequent situations, to indicate a continuity of information about reference positions.
A new set of longer WMEs is created, such as:
(Close Far Far Close Close NextTo NextTo Far NoneRed LeftTurn
Close Far Far Close Close NextTo NextTo Far NoneRed Forward).

The training run for the same path is repeated 10, 15, 20 and 25 times, and the
effectiveness of agents generated by different numbers of training runs are analysed.
5.4.2 Rule selection
As introduced in section 5.3.4, rules determine an expected situation and output
the corresponding motion when the expectation appears. Therefore, the modified ARM
is applied to the training WME sets, which calculates the confidences of all possible
IF X THEN Y rules, where X represents the previous situation element and Y represents
a possible following situation element. Both rule selection methods described in
section 5.3.4 are used to select rules for agents, namely 1) only select one rule for each
motion change: the one with highest confidence, and 2) all rules with confidences over
a specified threshold form an agent.
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5.4.3 Parking stage
During the parking stage, the agent with rules created by the modified ARM
method drives the rover in the same environment used in the training runs to approach
the desired position. The agent gets updates on the current situation with inputted
WMEs. If a new input WME is different from the previous one, the previous WME
will be recorded as (previous …). If this previous situation matches any rule’s
conditions, the corresponding rule will be triggered to determine the expected next
WME. Then, if the WME (next …) matches the (currentSituation …), the related
motion will be output to command the platform to make motion changes. If no rule is
matched, the agent will drive the platform to continue its previous motion.
5.4.3.1 Agents for rules selection one
As introduced in section 5.3.4.1, a simple method of selecting rules for the agent
is to choose the rules with the highest confidence in each general motion change.
Agents using this method have been trialled in three different environment set-ups. In
each of these set-ups, agents are generated based on 10, 20 and 25 training runs. In the
simple environment set-up with a short path, the agents can drive the platform
autonomously to repeat the same path as was undertaken during training. However, in
the complex environment set-ups, the agents selected by this approach can never
successfully drive to the destination by themselves even with large numbers of
trainings, such as for the scenario in Fig. 5.8. In this scenario, the motion changes are
repeated, so different rules with the same motion changes must be triggered in different
situations. It was also found that the number of training runs does not have a significant
effect on agent performance. This is because the fixed motion changes limit the
number of possible rules to be triggered after undertaking the training.
5.4.3.2 Configuration one
For configuration one, there are nine attributes packed into each recorded
training element. After each run, WMEs are recorded. For example, the following table
(Table 5.1) shows all WMEs recorded on a single journey:
<dist1>

<dist2>

<dist3>

<dist4>

<dist5>

<dist6>

<dist7>

<dist8>

<motion>

Far
Far
Far
Close
Close
Close

Close
Close
Close
Close
NextTo
NextTo

Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close

Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far

Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Far

Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far

Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far

Far
Close
Close
Close
NextTo
NextTo

Forward
Forward
Forward
RightTurn
RightTurn
RightTurn
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Close
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Close
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo

NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
Close
Close
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
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Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
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Far
Far
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Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Close
Close
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far

Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Close
Close
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Close
Close
Far
Far
Far

Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far

Far
Far
Close
Close
Close
Close
NextTo
NextTo
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
Far
Far
Far

Far
Close
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
Close
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
Close

NextTo
Close
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
Close
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far

RightTurn
RightTurn
RightTurn
RightTurn
RightTurn
RightTurn
RightTurn
RightTurn
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward
LeftTurn
LeftTurn
LeftTurn
LeftTurn
LeftTurn
LeftTurn
LeftTurn
LeftTurn
Forward
Forward
Forward

Table 5.1 Example training record of a single journey using configuration one

In this example training run, 37 WMEs were recorded, and each element was
joined with the immediately following element to create 36 new WMEs, such as:
(Far Close Close Far Close Far Far Close Forward
Close Close Close Far Close Far Far Close RightTurn).

After repeating the same trial 10 times, about 350 WMEs were recorded, and all
were linked with the subsequent WMEs.
We represent each previous situation is as the condition element 𝑋, and each
possible following situation is used as the desired next situation element 𝑌 . By
applying the ARM described in Section 5.3.5.2, the confidence level of each possible
𝑋−→ 𝑌 rule is determined. Based on the example of the training set with 350 WMEs,
3502 =122,500 possible combinations of the rule are analysed, including:
st{sensor8fuzzyScale21TrainingRule1
(previous Far Close Close Far Close Far Far Close Forward)
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-->
(next Close Close Close Far Close Far Far Close RightTurn)
}.

This example production rule has a 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝐷 (𝑋−→ 𝑌) of 1, which means that if
the previous situation detects a WME of (previous Far Close Close Far Close Far Far
Close Forward), the next situation is certain to be (next Close Close Close Far Close
Far Far Close RightTurn). Then, when the current situation becomes (currentSituation
Close Close Close Far Close Far Far Close RightTurn), the outputted motion decision
will be (_OUTPUT motion RightTurn).
Fig. 5.9 shows the number of successful autonomous parking attempts out of 20
attempts, with different numbers of training runs and threshold values. In general, the
success rates are higher with more training runs, but the effectiveness of the number
of training runs decreases as the threshold gets higher. For the thresholds, the peak is
at 0.15 for all different numbers of training runs, and the rate of increase is higher than
the rate of decreasing. When the threshold is over 0.4, the success rate is lower than
50%. In this experiment, the best performing agent is formed after 25 training runs
with a threshold of 0.15.

Fig. 5.9 Number of successes out of 20 attempts for configuration one
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5.4.3.3 Configuration two
For configuration two, there are ten attributes packed in each training record
element. The addition of the camera results in greater diversity of the detected
information, and more elements are recorded in each training run, such as:
<dist1> <dist2> <dist3> <dist4> <dist5> <dist6> <dist7> <dist8> <colour>

<motion>
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Close
Close
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Close
Close
Close
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
NextTo
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
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Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Close
Close
Far
Close
Close
Close
Far
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Far
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NoneRed
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NoneRed
NoneRed

Table 5.2 Example training record of a single journey using configuration two
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In the example scenario, 1161 elements are captured after 10 training runs, and
34 rules are determined with confidences above zero, including:
st{example2with10TrainingRule1
(previous NextTo Far Far NextTo NextTo Far Far Far NoneRed LeftTurn)
-->
(NextTo Far Far NextTo NextTo Far Far Far NoneRed Forward)
},

where 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (example2with10TrainingRule1) is 0.8889. It means that, during
training, the situation (previous NextTo Far Far NextTo NextTo Far Far Far NoneRed
LeftTurn) is highly likely to be followed by the situation (NextTo Far Far NextTo
NextTo Far Far Far NoneRed Forward). Therefore, if the current situation becomes
(currentSituation Far Far NextTo NextTo Far Far Far NoneRed), the agent will output
motion of (_OUTPUT motion Forward).

Fig. 5.10 Number of successes out of 20 attempts for configuration two

Similar to the experiments for configuration one, different agents were formed
based on different numbers of training runs and different thresholds. Fig. 5.10 shows
the success rates of these agents out of 20 attempts in the same scenario as
configuration one. As with configuration one, the success rate is higher with a higher
number of training runs, and the rate of change based on the threshold is also similar
to configuration one. However, it is generally higher than configuration one, whilst the
success rates for the thresholds of 0.15 and 0.2 are similar. Therefore, it can be
predicted that a threshold between 0.15 and 0.2 may be the peak of the success rate.
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However, this can only be determined accurately after many more attempts, which go
beyond the scope of this thesis due to time restrictions. The outcome is likely to be
environment-dependent, which will extend the number of experiments required even
further.
5.5

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
Our experiments have shown that agents formed by rules with the highest

confidence for each general motion change can drive the rover to achieve autonomous
parking along short paths and in simple environments. The success rate is almost
100%. For the environment introduced in Fig. 5.7, the trained agent can drive the
platform to reach the destination successfully using the same path 19 times out of 20
attempts, with a minimum of 10 training runs. However, these agents can almost never
complete the task if the parking paths are too long, no matter how many training runs
have been undertaken. This is because the rules that have been selected are limited,
and the agent only has one rule to apply in each motion change. As the path gets longer,
some motion changes may be repeated in different situations. If the agent only has one
rule for a particular motion change, it can only make the right decision for each motion
change in specific situations. However, when the rules are selected based on
thresholds, the agent has different rules that can be applied for different situations.
Even as the motion changes repeat on the desired path, the rules are generally triggered
based on different environmental situations. By repeating training runs, more data and
more possible trails are included for training the agent. Therefore, selecting rules based
on thresholds allows ARM to select from a wider range of rules for different situations.
The experiment has been repeated by generating agents based on different
numbers of training runs. For both configurations, as the number of training runs
increases, the agent’s success rate for autonomous parking also increased. This is
because all manually driven runs are generally on the same path, but none is identical.
Each of these training runs can create a new experience of the parking path,
incorporating a greater range of recorded environmental situations. Therefore, the
variety of possible paths is increased, and the coverage of the possible successful
parking trails is expanded. As outcomes, the agent has a wider range of reference
positions on which to base its motion decisions. Therefore, even if the rover misses a
particular turning position, it still can make that a correct movement based on a similar
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reference position that it has encountered in one of its training runs. Therefore, the
rover has a better chance of returning to the main path.
By comparing the success rates of agents for both configurations, the
performance of the second configuration has been found to be better in general. The
first configuration demonstrated that the agent was able to drive autonomously along
the same path with basic detections of the surrounding environment. Compared with
configuration one, configuration two has a sensor layout that is better suited to the
kinetics of the rover platform, and the additional front camera provides greater
diversity of detected information about any situations. The higher success rates show
that, with the improvement in the detection sensors, the performances of the trained
agents can be more successful.
By testing in different environment set-ups, the trained agent performs better in
environments with more distinguishing characteristics, such as unique landmarks. In
some environments, we put objects with a radian that can only be detected by the range
of one sensor. If these objects are detected while the rover changes motions in training,
they associate this with some possible rules to be triggered to make motion changes.
While these rules are found and put into agents, the agent will be able to make specific
motion change decisions when the same sensor detects obstacles at the same distance
during autonomous parking. This is an expected outcome, given that the agent’s
motion decisions are based on characteristics of the environment. However, in these
experiments, some limitations have been found. Some experiments have been done in
a simple environment set-up so the patterns of the environment characteristics may
repeat if the parking path is too long. The agents may recognise one situation as a
different one and make the wrong motion decision. This behaviour is caused by a lack
of information from the sensors that allows different situations to be distinct.
Nonetheless, this can also happen to human drivers if they are driving in a simple
repeating environment with no unique reference points, such as in a maze. To resolve
this issue, the platform can be enhanced to increase the number and type of detectors,
to enrich the information available about the characteristics of the surrounding
environment
In addition, the layout and coverage of sensors on the rover may also cause
issues. In one of the environment setups, the rover was driving forward towards a tree
with a thin trunk, which fitted in the blind spot between the two front sensors. During
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the training stage, a small change in the path can make the difference between the tree
being detected by a sensor and it being missed. If it was missed during training, this
greatly reduced the success rate of subsequent autonomous parking tests. Increasing
the number of training runs decreased the likelihood of this happening. Of course,
human drivers may also have blind spots, which can be avoided by turning their head
around. Therefore, in our system, the issue can be resolved by reconfiguring the
sensors and improving sensor coverage.
The processing time for generating agents using ARM is another weakness.
Compared with processing numerical variables, symbolic data takes more than double
the time to process. Rule selection method one (in section 5.3.4.1) has fewer rules
being analysed, so the ARM processing time is 70% shorter than the other selection
method (section 5.3.4.2). Therefore, to improve further, if these two methods can be
combined so that rules are selected based on motion changes in different situations,
the system can be optimised on 1) ARM processing time and 2) performance for long
path autonomous parings. On the other hand, from the experimental results (Fig. 7),
the improvement achieved by the extra five training runs (beyond the initial 20 training
runs) is not significant. Therefore, the system should only keep the necessary training
runs to achieve an acceptable success rate.
5.6

CONCLUSION
This chapter introduced a new approach for developing production rule-based

agents, by analysing symbolic training data using a modified ARM method. The
system captures environmental information and processes data in fuzzy symbolic
representations, to create rules to make motion decisions based on perceptions of the
environment. From our experiments, it has been found that the new approach can be
used to duplicate cognitive behaviours at a rudimentary level and has the potential to
build trainable cognitive agents. However, future work must be undertaken to reduce
the ARM processing time. A new rule selection method should be developed to select
rules in different situations for each motion change. In addition, by undertaking more
autonomous parking runs of agents with different thresholds, the relationship between
the threshold value and environment complexity can be determined, so that a more
precise threshold can be found for this system. In the current system, the decisions are
made by two levels of rules, which is to look for an expected current situation triggered
by a particular previous situation. However, if the system can consider past two, three
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or more situations, which creates more levels of rules for decision-making and helps
to further distinguish situations, the agents produced by the system will perform more
effectively in more complex cases.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
6.1

SUMMARY
The aim of the research presented in this thesis was to find whether rules-based

agents, such as those implemented in the Street rules-based cognitive architecture, can
be an effective approach for implementation of Artificial General Intelligence (AGI).
To achieve that aim, this research was framed with three objectives: (a) developing a
Street-based system to reproduce cognitive behaviours; (b) discovering a fuzzy
symbolic data representation and a cognitive decision-making structure; and (c)
finding an autonomous rule discovery method for discovering rules for Street agents
through training.
Through a series of case studies, the research demonstrated the development and
testing of a bio-inspired system that is capable of cognitive behaviours, based on rulebased decision-making processing using fuzzy representation of the environment. The
system has been able to crudely reproduce the homing behaviour of honey bees, within
an artificial environment. The agents that were developed to produce this behaviour
will become the platforms for the further development of the Street processing
architecture and methods for mapping Street Engine into custom hardware. These
agents demonstrate the required basic capabilities of cognitive architectures and
provide essential case studies to inform the refinement of the Street architecture.
The research also produced a new approach to fuzzifying environmental
knowledge by describing characteristic information symbolically. By using a fuzzy
symbolic representation, a cognitive rule-based agent has been developed, which can
make decisions based on a feature-based description of images. The results of the
experiments show that this fuzzification method can enable the rule-based agent to
make productive decisions, capable of guiding a mobile platform to approach targets
it has previously encountered. Therefore, this approach can replicate, at a basic level,
the behaviour of cognitive creatures, which make rational decisions about an ultimate
objective based on a limited understanding of their environment. This new data
representation method and the corresponding decision-making structure can be used
for applications such as indoor short distance navigation and object tracking.
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In a rule-based approach, writing rules is a time-consuming laborious process
that can be not sustained in practice. Therefore, to find an effective and autonomous
method for generating rules, this research also developed a modified version of the
Association Rules Mining (ARM) method to enable rules to be discovered through
training. This novel rule discovery method was demonstrated through the
implementation of a trainable autonomous parking system, in which the autonomous
agents can be trained for restricted parking scenarios, and the training data was used
to create rules is that implement cognitive decision-making. This new approach can be
used to duplicate cognitive behaviours at a rudimentary level and has the potential to
build trainable cognitive agents for navigation in unfamiliar environments. It combines
two major approaches, machine learning and a rule-based approach, for Artificial
Intelligent (AI) development.
6.2

FUTURE WORK
Inevitably, this work has its limitations and there are many avenues for further

investigation. For immediate improvement, we could focus on improving the control
algorithm over the mobile platforms, which would drive a low-level motion control
module more effectively, based on the cognitive decisions. For longer term extension
of this work, we set three major investigations a) higher-level intelligent behaviours
could be developed using the same approach and system, b) be expanded further for
evaluation c) hardware implementations are also necessary in order to test the
feasibilities of the Street cognitive architecture as a basis for implementing AGI in low
power embedded hardware
In this work, we introduced a novel fuzzification method based on general
environmental information, which we called the Master Frame (MF). This work
focussed on the symbolic representation of environmental knowledge and decisionmaking based on that representation. However, the translation of decisions about
motion into physical movements was not based on an effective defuzzification method.
Defuzzification is a conversion of rule-triggered decisions to specific actions.
However, in this work, each decision only employed a fixed motion. This
configuration cause issues such as, for example, the motion changes were not smooth,
and the platform may miss some critical reference positions because it was running at
a different speed each time. Therefore, there is the potential to make significant
improvements in motion control. In fuzzy logic, actions, such as motions, are
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performed based on decisions [153], and, by combining different decisions effectively,
more reasonable and productive actions may result. We can improve the
defuzzification method so that platforms can have more effective motions, and the
testing outcomes will be improved by avoiding issues caused by the limited range of
motions.
This work developed a simple system and demonstrated a new approach by
duplicating a low-level cognitive behaviour. However, to further evaluate the
capabilities and functionalities of the Street processing method, higher level cognitive
behaviours need to be developed using this approach. Therefore, another potential
improvement to this work should be to develop cognitive agents for human level
intelligent behaviours, such as optimising a homing path for returning to the starting
position, or parking in a previously unseen environment. The challenges are that
human cognitive behaviours are much more complicated than an insect’s, and they
involve many levels of processing. Once this has been overcome, intelligent behaviour
can be surveyed with its functionalities and logics, and with some basic understanding
of the behaviour from a cognitive science perspective, so that Street production rulebased agents can be built to reproduce those behaviours. For higher level intelligence,
more information and knowledge is needed from the environment, and how to improve
the pre-processing to handle more complicated situations will be a major focus of
investigation for the future. We can detect more types of information and processing
them to suit this need. The decision-making architecture will also be expanded to be
able to handle more information and provide more types of output actions.
The Street Engine is still a conceptual cognitive architecture, and it is currently
at the stage of being tested in a simulation environment. This work was intended to fit
into the broader program of development of Street, which is intended to demonstrate
that the Street architecture can not only be used to duplicate cognitive behaviours but
is also able to be implemented in a custom-designed ASIC. Further work is needed to
complete this branch of Street’s development.
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